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EDITORIAL COMMENT

this month...

Surprisingly ‘Brexit’ did not top the list as word of
the year for 2018. It was in fact ‘single-use’.
This is deﬁned by Collins Dictionary s as a
product – often plastic – which is ‘made to be
used once only’ before disposal, and includes
water bottles and straws.
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According to Recycle Now - the national recycling campaign
for England, it is estimated that an average of 35.8 million
plastic bottles are used every day in the UK, but only 19.8
million are recycled each day. This means that on average 16
million plastic bottles a day are not making their way into the
recycling bin. Instead they go to landfill, are burnt, or end up
in our oceans, which according to Sky Ocean Rescue is causing
untold damage to marine life and entering the human food
chain.
The problem is that most commercial buildings, whether
corporate offices, retail sites, educational establishments or
healthcare facilities are choc-full of people clutching water
bottles, purchasing single-use takeaway cups for hot drinks or
grabbing plastic straws from catering sites. This is why, as part
of our special focus on catering this month we’re looking at what
FM can do to help limit the damage ‘single-use’ products are
doing to the environment.
The FM services sector has already responded to the cause, with
a number of leading caterers suspending the use of plastic straws,
moving away from using plastic cutlery and takeaway containers
and installing refillable drinking fountains. At Sky the removal of
throwaway plastic water bottles and the provision of refillable
bottles for each employee has already saved approximately
450,000 plastic bottles in a year. But there is much more FM can
do, which is why we’re teaming up with IFMA UK and RICS to host
an event later this spring; where we’ll hear from a range of experts
on the many ways FM can utilise its unique position to ensure that
‘single-use’ is no longer a scourge on the modern world.
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 Next Edition
In the March issue we focus on the ways in which
the latest technologies can help to improve
FM performance; including a case study on the
installation of intelligent BMS technology at a Grade
1 listed building. Also; it’s been said that CAFM could
play a stronger role in helping to boost productivity
within businesses, so how can vendors ensure it is
better deployed to help improve performance for
both clients and FM services providers? Contract
cleaning is all about its people; we hear from
contractors who have enhanced pay, condtions and
skills of cleaners and how this benefited everyone
involved. Storage systems and furniture shouldn’t
be an afterthought, but a key part of the workplace
design and layout of an office; we find out how.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
To register for your free copy of FMJ visit fmj.co.uk
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WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
PREPARING FOR
THE ENGINEERS OF
TOMORROW
Stuart Davies, MD, Maintenance &
Engineering Services, Bellrock
Supporting our clients with their mechanical and
electrical critical assets is a big responsibility, one that
we take extremely seriously. It is therefore essential
that we keep focused on not only the technical trends
and developments, but macro factors as well. The two
main trends that we believe will impact our clients
and our business in 2019 are the operational changes
enabled by technology to both the assets themselves
and the way in which maintenance can be deployed.
The other is the shortage of adequately trained
engineers.
Nearly 5.7 million people work in engineering
enterprises in the UK, representing just over 19 per
cent of total UK employment. As with every other
sector the engineering workforce is getting older.
The proportion of young workers (aged under 25,
especially) joining the industry has been decreasing
over the last 10 years. Women who make up 46 per
cent of the UK workforce as a whole, only account for
one in eight of engineering occupations.
Research from a bespoke extension of Working
Futures 2014-2024 forecasts there will be demand
in engineering enterprises for 265,000 skilled
entrants annually through to 2024, of which around
186,000 will be needed to meet both replacement
and expansion demand. Based on these estimates
and assumptions, projected supply will fall short of
demand by at least 20,000 per year and this does not
take in to account the Brexit eﬀect.*
Could technology solve the problem?
The statistics are a stark reminder that we have to act
now. We believe that technology has the answer to the
resource issue, at least in the short term. The increase
in the use of robotics is the key. Using proﬁling to
determine performance across the life cycle of the
asset and IoT sensors for monitoring, we can use
our Concerto platform, fed by the data, to predict
failure. It also means we start to manage maintenance
requirements, not just around those parameters but
also against criticality and risk of the asset. With
a clearer understanding, we can then build a more
robust and streamlined maintenance schedule.
The other factor to consider is the ability for robotic
technology not just to predict, but also diagnose and
analyse issues before an engineer visits site. Armed
with a diagnosis, the role of the engineer becomes less
about technical solutioning and more about practical
implementation. That means we can widen our labour
pool to include more technicians to ﬁll those types
of roles, employing fewer but more highly qualiﬁed
engineers.
Recognising the balance between technology and
people is important. Using technology to improve
ﬁrst time ﬁx rates and reducing risk doesn’t just have
an impact in terms of eﬃciency but increased client
satisfaction. An output may be a reduced reliance on
engineers visiting site, but the value when they do
visit in person increases as they are the customer’s
human experience of the brand they represent. At the
moment that cannot be replicated by a machine.
www.bellrockgroup.co.uk
*Taken from Engineering UK 2017 Synopsis and Recommendations
Report www.engineeringuk.com/media/1356/enguk_report_2017_
synopsis.pdf
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IFMA APPROVES TWO NEW

CHAPTERS IN EUROPE
T

he International Facility Management Association (IFMA) has announced continued
growth within Europe following the approval of two new chapters in France and
Croatia, and enhanced the scope and service to existing component groups by renaming
the Religious Facilities Council to the Nonprofit Facilities Council, and restoring the
Health Care Council – until recently the Health Care Institute – to full council status.
Chapters and councils, along with communities, are focused networking groups within IFMA.
New chapters: France and Croatia
Just months after the creation of an
IFMA chapter in the UK, two more bids
for chapters in France and Croatia have
been approved by IFMA’s global board
of directors, bringing the total chapter
count in Europe to 12. IFMA chapters offer local connections for FM professionals while at the
same time contributing regional perspectives to the global FM community.
Continuing to build on collaborative relationships in Europe, IFMA has also joined its
alliance partner Facility Management Netherlands in hosting the World Workplace Europe
Meets Facility for Future Conference and Expo, which is taking place 20-22 March 2019 at the
Kromhouthal in Amsterdam.

Renamed: Nonprofit Facilities Council
With a new name to reflect the reality of its constituency, the Nonprofit Facilities Council
is expanding the types of FM professionals and organisations it serves. The name change
recognises the audience the council has served for years, including FMs managing buildings for
faith-based as well as secular charitable and community institutions.
Restored: Health Care Council
After an experimental period as a unique entity in the IFMA component taxonomy, the former
Health Care Institute has been fully restored to council status as the Health Care Council.
IFMA members who were a part of the institute will experience uninterrupted service and will
benefit from a refreshed brand while returning to a more unified identity.

EMEA SOURCING MARKET GROWS IN 2018 AS

BUSINESSES EMBRACE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The sourcing market in Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) grew in the final quarter of 2018
despite unsettling macro-economic and political events across the region, according to the
findings of the latest report from global technology research and advisory firm, Information
Services Group (ISG).
The EMEA ISG Index, which measures commercial outsourcing contracts with annual contract
value (ACV) of €4 million or more, shows the EMEA market posted combined fourth-quarter ACV
of €3.0 billion, an increase of five per cent from the previous year.
This rise was bolstered by a 44 per cent year-on-year increase in as-a-service ACV, to €1.3
billion, as strong demand for digital transformation remained an enterprise imperative.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) in EMEA both performed
strongly, posting ACV of €960 million and €331 million, respectively. Traditional sourcing,
meanwhile, contracted by 12 per cent year-on-year to €1.7 billion.
For the full year, EMEA reached €12.9 billion in ACV, up nine per cent against 2017. Traditional
sourcing ACV of €8 billion was down six per cent year-on-year, but as-a-service grew 48 per cent
to reach €4.9 billion. The rise in as-a-service sourcing – which now accounts for 38 per cent
of total ACV for EMEA – continued to be driven by demand for SaaS and IaaS, both of which
increased by more than 40 per cent in 2018.
Steve Hall, Partner and President of ISG, said: “Despite ongoing political and economic
uncertainty in Europe and resulting business caution, companies are making significant
investment in digital technologies to improve their ability to compete and to engage with their
customers. This is a clear testament that the tailwinds of digital transformation are stronger than
the headwinds of political and economic issues.”
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FRC provides
update on Carillion
investigation
UK audit watchdog, the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) has
provided an update into its
investigation of the collapse of
Carillion last January.
The FRC is investigating KPMG’s
audits of Carillion (2014-2017) and
the conduct of two former FD’s,
Richard Adam and Zafar Khan.
In the announcement, the FCR
revealed in November 2018 it had
opened a further investigation
relating to the provision of
materials to the FRC by the Big
our accountancy ﬁrm, PMG, in
connection with the FRC’s Audit
Quality Review into aspects of the
audit of Carillion for the year end
2016. The FCR stated its decision
to open this investigation followed
“matters self reported” by KPMG.
A KPMG spokesperson said:
“Over the past year, we have been
performing a thorough review of
the ﬁrm’s audit of Carillion. Our
investigation included the audit
team’s response to the FRC’s AQR
undertaken during 2017, which
looked at aspects of the 2016 audit.
Concerns were identiﬁed in
connection with a small number of
documents provided to the FRC’s
team during the routine AQR. On
discovery of this information, we
immediately reported our ﬁndings
to the FRC.”
The FRC stated it “continues to
progress its original investigations
in relation to the collapse of
Carillion in conjunction with other
regulators.” The update follows
KPMG’s suspension of partner Peter
Meehan, who signed oﬀ Carillion’s
last full set of accounts, along with
three members of his team.

UK FIRMS SET TO DISCLOSE DATES FOR THE
CLIMATE CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES

AND RISKS IN 2019 REPORTS
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Workplace Futures 2019
The Crystal, London
www.workplace-futures.co.uk

05-06 MARCH 2019
FM Ireland
RDS, Dublin, Ireland
www.fmireland.com

T

wo-thirds (67 per cent) of UK corporates will be
disclosing climate-related risks and opportunities
in their 2019 annual reporting, according to new figures
released by the Carbon Trust. However, fewer than a
quarter (23 per cent) of companies are expecting to fully
report in line with the recommendations of the G20
Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD), released in June 2017.
The survey was conducted by Ipsos MORI as part of its
annual Captains of Industry research study, based on
interviews with 100 board members from the UK’s top 500
companies. The release of these findings comes just after the
World Economic Forum highlighted extreme weather events
and the failure of climate change mitigation and adaptation
as the top risk faced by the world in 2019. Looking across
a time frame of the next three years, the most commonly
expected advantage from climate change disclosure in
line with the TCFD recommendations is reputational, with
seven in 10 (72 per cent) believing that this reporting would
increase brand value.
At an aggregate level, one third (31 per cent) of respondents
see financial benefits, which is composed of improved access
to capital (12 per cent), lower cost of capital (10 per cent), and
strengthened credit rating (9 per cent).
Other perceived benefits include reduced shareholder
pressure or activism (37 per cent), as well as attracting an
increased diversity of investors (29 per cent). And one-fifth
(21 per cent) of business leaders think that improved climate
change reporting will directly result in an increased company
valuation.
Conversely, very few respondents foresee negative impacts
from revealing their climate change opportunities and risks.
Three-fifths (59 per cent) do not identify a single disadvantage
that would occur for their company by providing disclosures
in line with the TCFD recommendations.

CANARY WHARF GROUP PARTNERS WITH HELPFUL TO
INTRODUCE PLASTIC RECYCLING REWARD APP

C
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anary Wharf Group has launched a new app in partnership with creators of the first plastic recycling
and rewarding app, HELPFUL, to encourage widespread re-use and recycling across its estate.
In an industry first, piloted by Canary Wharf Group, the app will help those visiting and working on the
Canary Wharf estate to correctly recycle their waste, make the switch to reusable products to avoid single-use
plastic and collect rewards in an effort to drive behavioural change.
The customised app is a step forward in making it easier for the community to adopt new reuse and recycling
habits in an unparalleled scheme in the UK.
By downloading the HELPFUL app consumers will be able to scan their plastic waste and receive immediate
feedback from the app, telling them exactly where on the Estate they will be able to recycle or reuse the plastic
products. In return, they will receive a virtual reward “coin”, redeemable via QR codes on the recycling/reuse
points, which they can then spend at participating retailers on the Estate.

05-07 MARCH 2019
Futurebuild
ExCeL, London
www.futurebuild.co.uk

19-21 MARCH 2019
The Cleaning Show 2019
ExCeL, London
www.cleaningshow.co.uk

20-22 MARCH 2019

World Workplace Europe
Kromhouthal, Amsterdam
www.worldworkplaceeurope.ifma.org

01-02 APRIL 2019

Total Security Summit
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.totalsecuritysummit.co.uk

24 APRIL 2019

IWFM Conference
etc. venues St Pauls, London
www.iwfmconference.org

18-20 JUNE 2019
Facilities Show 2019
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com

01-02 JULY 2019

Facilities Management Forum
Hilton Deansgate, Manchester
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

11-12 SEPTEMBER 2019
RWM Exhibition
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

08-10 NOVEMBER 2019
UK Construction Week 2019
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com/
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RICS WORLD BUILT ENVIRONMENT FORUM TO
FOCUS ON FUTURE OF INVESTMENT
Following last year’s successful London forum, this year, RICS World Built Environment Forum Summit 2019 is heading
to New York from 13th to 14th May. There, more than 500 delegates from industry, government and policymaking will
debate how to make informed and responsible investments in an ever-changing technological and geopolitical landscape.
The annual summit reconvenes to tackle “The future of investment in
real assets” and how we harness new technology to mobilise the private
capital investment needed to meet the growing global demand for new
infrastructure, new real estate and the renewal of existing assets.
Headlining the event is Parag Khanna, named one of Esquire’s “75 most
influential people of the 21st Century,” and featured in WIRED magazine’s
“Smart List.” He brings a global perspective to the intertwined forces shaping
investment in the built environment.
“Across the developed and developing world, cities are assuming an
ever-greater role in the overall health, wealth and happiness of the planet’s
people,” says Khanna.
“At this pivotal point in human history, innovative, ambitious and holistic
approaches to issues such as rapidly growing migrant populations and
climate change are urgently required – and both the public and private
sectors have a vital role to play. In my capacity as a keynote speaker at the
fourth annual summit of the World Built Environment Forum, I’m excited
about the opportunity to participate in this timely, global discussion.”
“Cities stand at the forefront of the world’s challenges, and as the world
continues to urbanise, grapple with globalisation and address the impacts of
climate change – cities are where the world’s hopes and opportunities lie,”
says Elizabeth Yee, Vice-President, Resilience Finance at 100 Resilient Cities,

who is leading a panel about Global Cities.
“Critical to the success of the cities’ ability to build resilience is the ability
to deploy capital for maximum public benefit. We need to understand
how to evaluate both the financial viability and resilience benefits of new
infrastructure projects in the ever-complex world we live in.”
Also on the roster is John Busi, President, Newmark Knight Frank’s
Valuation & Advisory, and one of the most innovative and respected figures in
property valuation globally.
“Enhanced automation in valuation, big data and artificial intelligence are
technological innovations that are shifting the construction and real estate
appraisal landscape,” explains Busi.
“What technology-driven changes could happen over the short to medium
term? How will technology advances in real estate impact risk assessment
and risk mitigation? Will predictive analytics shift the valuation ‘problem’
from ‘what is the value?’ to ‘what will the value be?’ These are just some of
the questions our industry needs to address and that we will explore at the
World Built Environment Forum Summit.”
For a full programme list visit:
www.rics.org/north-america/wbef/
the-summit/ To book tickets please
email vip@rics.org

IT IS CRUCIAL THAT YOUR BUSINESS
SUCCESSFULLY MANAGES ANY
ASBESTOS PRESENT IN WORKPLACES

W

hy? Well
asbestos is,
quite simply, a killer.
The importance of
preventing you and
your colleagues from
being exposed cannot
be overstated.
According to the
Craig Foyle, Immediate Past President, IOSH
British Health and
Safety Executive, 5,000 people die every year in
Britain alone from an asbestos-related cancer
caused by exposure at work.
These people and the many more who are
suffering from cancer caused by asbestos will likely
have been exposed 20 or more years ago, due to the
long latency of the disease.
Asbestos fibres are invisible to the naked eye.
When breathed in, they can stick into the lining
of the lungs, causing serious illnesses over time,
including fatal cancers like mesothelioma.
Because of how dangerous it is, asbestos was
8
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banned in Britain in 1999. It is banned in well over
60 more countries in addition.
Despite the ban, it still lurks in thousands of
workplaces, and homes which were built before
this time.
The fact that asbestos is still present in our offices
and other workplaces today – in products including
roofing, spray coatings, lagging, insulating boards,
ropes, yarns and cloths – makes it crucial that
businesses do all they can to ensure workers are not
exposed to it, to prevent them from becoming ill
and dying from mesothelioma and other cancers in
years to come.
The Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
(IOSH) is focusing on asbestos in the latest phase
of its No Time to Lose campaign, which is tackling
cancer caused by work activities. It has produced a
series of free resources for organisations to use.
Is your business at risk and what you should do?
All businesses should be aware of whether there is
any asbestos in their premises. If it was built before
2000 then there is a chance it will contain it.

Those that do contain it should have an asbestos
management plan, which includes details such
as where it is, who is responsible for managing it,
and a schedule for monitoring the condition of the
asbestos-containing materials (ACMs).
Employees must not be asked to do any work
which could disturb asbestos and must know
exactly where it is located. Training should also be
provided on how to work safely around ACMs.
If anyone believes they may have disturbed, or
may be about to disturb, ACMs, they should take the
following steps:
• Stop work immediately
• Move everyone away and ensure no one enters
the area
• Do not remove equipment or materials
• Close, seal or lock off the area
• Put up warning signs
• Report it to your employer
No one should have their life cut short by
work activities. As with fatalities from workplace
accidents, deaths from exposure to asbestos are
avoidable.
Organisations can all play their part in ensuring
workers do not have a death
sentence like mesothelioma
hanging over them.
More details can be found at
www.notimetolose.org.uk

Choose Colt.
Seventy years and still No.1 in smoke
control service. Here’s why.
INVERNESS
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EDINBURGH

BELFAST
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LEEDS

When not on site Colt engineers are often engaged in training and seminars to
keep up to speed on the very latest developments.
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Wherever you are in the UK, you are never far from one of our
service engineering bases.

Colt maintains a ﬂeet of service vehicles to ensure our ability to be with you
within 24 hours (4 hours in an emergency).

Colt has more smoke control engineers with greater mobility, at more locations
up and down the country than any of our competitors.

Service

3836.18 Colt Service - FMJ.indd 2

At Colt, we have been servicing smoke control
systems for more than 70 years.
As a result, the beneﬁts of signing a service
contract with us are many.
1. Our engineers are highly experienced and highly
trained. Where possible, we assign the same
engineer to your site to maintain continuity.
2. We offer nationwide coverage. We have
engineers stationed in all parts of the UK.
3. We will be with you in 24 hours. Our average
response time is 4 hours in an emergency.
4. We tailor our service packages to the building.
5. We will arrange preventative maintenance to
meet the requirements of the RRO and SFG20.
6. We have a fast and efﬁcient spare parts service.
7. No matter who manufactured your system, we
can maintain and repair it.
8. We can carry out environmental surveys to cut
energy costs and reduce your carbon footprint.
9. We provide design support, should you wish to
make alterations to your building or its function.
It boils down to the fact that our area managers
maintain regular contact with our customers.
For new customers they will survey a site prior
to any engineer visit. Small wonder then, that when
looking for a competent and trustworthy company
to maintain their smoke control systems, so many
people in charge of ofﬁces, residential blocks,
factories and car parks, all do the same thing.
Choose Colt.
To ﬁnd out more, visit us at:
coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
Alternatively, call us on 02392 491735 or email:
service@uk.coltgroup.com

Expertise built on proven experience.
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Proptech specialist iSite, part of Extentia Group, has
won a contract to roll-out a new suite of its property
estates and project management software for Co-op
Group Property. The contract will see iSite provide an
enterprise wide property management system that will
underpin Co-op Group Property’s strategy across its
growing national estate. By providing a single view of
Co-ops property activity, including ongoing programmes
of work, the software will allow much greater integration
between the Co-op Property team, supply chain and
stakeholders; driving eﬃciencies and allowing better
planning.

SODEXO LANDS SEVEN-YEAR IFM
DEAL WITH LEONARDO HELICOPTERS
Sodexo has been awarded a seven-year integrated FM contract, worth £41 million,
with Leonardo Helicopters UK business.
The global services company has worked closely with Leonardo Helicopters since
2012, successfully rationalising the delivery model by increasing the self-delivery of
services by 20 per cent.
The new IFM contract includes the delivery of a wide range of 30 hard and soft
services including all planned and reactive services ranging from cleaning, security
access systems, waste, grounds maintenance, asset management, technical services
(electrical, mechanical, HVAC & civils) and helpdesk delivered to Leonardo Helicopters
UK business.
Over the course of the new deal Sodexo will continue to develop its services in line
with the needs of Leonardo Helicopters and its 2,800 or so employees based at its site
in Yeovil, Somerset.

ISS WINS NHS TRUST CONTRACT

ISS Facility Services, Healthcare has secured a
five-year soft facilities contract with Oxleas NHS
Foundation Trust.
The deal, which will commence on 1 April 2019
and is worth approximately £40 million, will see
ISS provide a wide range of services, including:
cleaning, catering, housekeeping, security and
associated services.
This is the first time that the Trust has been able
to take the opportunity of testing the services
across its whole estate.
ISS will welcome more than 250 new staff
members into its healthcare team.
10
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INCENTIVE LYNX
SECURES THREE-YEAR
DEAL AT THE CUBE
Incentive Lynx, part of Incentive
FM Group, has won a three-year
security deal, worth in excess of
£1.5 million, to provide a range
of services at The Cube.
A dedicated team of 17 will
operate 24/7 at The Cube which
is a mixed-use development in
the centre of Birmingham. The
25 storey building is host to
135 flats, 111,500 square feet of
offices, restaurants, a hotel and a
skyline bar/restaurant.
Under the terms of the
contract Incentive Lynx will
be responsible for providing
manned guarding, residential
concierge services and reception
cover in a drive to improve
service levels and create a
culture of service excellence.

Wilson James has secured its place as the Oﬃcial
Security Provider for the Heathrow-hosted British-Irish
Airports EXPO 2019. The appointment will see Wilson
James providing comprehensive access control and a
high-proﬁle event security presence across all areas of
the EXPO at the London-Olympia venue, including the
3rd Metropolitan Police Aviation Policing Command
Airports Counter Terrorism Conference.
Mitie has secured a ﬁve-year contract extension, worth
£17 million with London Gatwick, which includes a
new agreement to maintain electrical services. Gatwick,
which is the UK’s second largest airport, and handles
46 million passengers a year, will beneﬁt from Mitie’s
expertise in large-scale FM services including building
and plumbing services, cleaning and looking after
ﬂooring, ﬁre doors and drainage. The contract, to
provide critical support services, including electrical
engineering, will cover the North and South terminals
and property buildings.
Norse Group has secured a three-year cleaning contract,
worth £1 million per annum with Barnet London
Borough Council. Under the terms of the agreement,
Norse will take over responsibility for the daily and
periodic cleaning of a portfolio of Barnet Council
premises, including Civic Oﬃces, libraries, schools and
other educational facilities. The contract will see over 100
operational staﬀ TUPE transfer into The Norse Group.
Ink Global, has awarded a FM (technical services and
soft services) contract to B38 Group. The FM contract
at Ink Global’s HQ in London includes services which
range from reactive maintenance supported by B38’s
24/7 helpdesk operation through to compliance such
as electrical testing, emergency lighting and lifting
equipment as well as soft services. B38 Group will take
over the majority of services in March 2019 from a
number of existing suppliers to consolidate maintenance
and cleaning activities.
Serco Group has been awarded contracts by the UK Home
Oﬃce Visas and Immigration department for two regions
of the new Asylum Accommodation and Support Services
Contract, being the North West of England and the
Midlands & East of England. The total contract value is
estimated to be around £1.9 billion over a 10-year term.
Serco will be responsible for the provision of properties
for initial and dispersed accommodation requirements,
for transportation, and for a range of other services to
support the welfare of asylum seekers.
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WATER ON TAP

Single-use plastic water bottles have become a scourge of modern
living, but water reﬁll stations oﬀer a practical alternative. Mike
inter, MD of MI
ater Cooler xperts, explains

I

n our fast-paced and consumer-led modern
society, where people are constantly on the
move and are more health-conscious than
ever before, a portable source of hydration is a
staple. In fact, so great is our reliance on bottled
water that the UK spends £2.4 million a year to
stay hydrated on the go, getting through 38.5
million plastic bottles every single day. But what
happens to these bottles when they have served
their purpose?
Only just over half of them make it to recycling
centres. This means that 16 million plastic bottles
go to landfill, are burnt, or end up leaking into the
environment and our oceans, where they can take
up to 450 years to break down. Not only this, but the
bottled water industry in the UK releases 350,000
tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every
year, contributing to dangerous climate change.
No wonder, then, that the discarded plastic bottle
is one of the most common symbols of plastic
waste in the environment – an issue that has been
front and centre on the public agenda since Blue
Planet II shocked audiences with stark images of
plastic wreaking havoc on wildlife and ecosystems.
Increased public awareness of plastic waste has –
rightly – put enormous pressure on government
and the private sector to take steps to tackle
the problem. As a result, we’ve seen the
introduction of policies like the plastic bag tax,
plastic-free fruit and veg aisles, and pledges to
phase out plastic packaging from supermarkets and
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manufacturers alike.
As consumers try to enact more environmentally
sustainable behaviour, one of the most obvious
examples of avoidable plastic is the single-use
bottle. Global sales of longer-lasting, reusable
bottles have risen sharply in the last couple of years
and are expected to reach $24 billion by 2025. This
shift towards refilling rather than buying new does,
however, require the provision of a visible, safe and
hygienic water supply. In fact, a report released last
year by Keep Britain Tidy found that 78 per cent of
people in the UK want free tap water to be more
readily available to the public.
As this trend continues, the UK is leading the
way in installing water fountains in high-profile
retail estates such as Canary Wharf. Indeed, I was
surprised to hear from Franco Savoni, Vice President
of refill station manufacturer Elkay, on a recent visit
to the UK that we are ahead of the US in this regard.
While vast shopping malls are a long-established
feature of the US, it is still rare for them to provide
water refill stations. The refill movement in the US
is instead being led by colleges, where the younger
generations are more keenly tackling single-use
plastics.
Retail estates see hundreds, sometimes thousands
of people pass through their halls on a daily basis.
Visitors and workers browse shops, take breaks in
cafés and have meals in food courts, sometimes
devoting entire days to shopping centres. Many of
them will need to hydrate during this time – and

a growing number of visitors and staff are likely
to carry a reusable water bottle on the go. The
combination of long dwell times and high footfall
means retail estates are in an ideal position to
promote and indeed normalise the practice of
refilling water bottles rather than buying a new one.

HEALTHY INCENTIVE
In today’s climate of environmental awareness,
estate facilities managers will be well aware of
the importance of a robust sustainability policy.
The practical benefits go far beyond PR, including
greater employee engagement, reduced operating
costs and a higher priority placed on innovation.
The presence of a water refill station not only
demonstrates to workers and visitors a commitment
to environmental sustainability, but also serves
as a reminder to staff and visitors to stay hydrated
in a healthy way. Obesity is one of the greatest
health challenges the UK faces; a vending machine
supplying sugary food and drinks contributes to
the problem, whereas a water fountain incentivises
people to hydrate more frequently, helping them to
form healthy habits.
Water refill stations have come a long way from
the Victorian fountains that used to fill our cities.
In the past, water provision was limited to either
traditional drinking fountains, or unwieldy and
electricity-guzzling bottled water dispensers,
complete with disposable plastic cups. Today, the
best modern WRAS-approved water refill stations
are robust, vandalproof, hygienic and easy to
maintain, with features to ensure that water is not
wasted as bottles are filled up.
They are more aesthetically pleasing than
traditional water dispensers, and can be designed
to be accessible to wheelchair users. Architects,
builders and designers of retail and leisure facilities,
public spaces and business parks can work with
water refill station suppliers to integrate water
provision into the scheme design.
Moreover, new technology means that for the
first time the impact of refill stations on behaviour
and environmental performance is measurable.
Units can be equipped with a device that tracks
the number of plastic water bottles replaced by
refills. These figures provide an effective way of
demonstrating to staff, tenants, visitors and other
key stakeholders the plastic waste reduction
achieved.
Between the environmental, financial and, of
course, health benefits of a safe, hygienic and free
supply of water, it’s clear that a culture of refilling
one’s own water bottle, rather than buying bottles,
is on the rise. A free water supply is now a common
sight in public parks and commuter hubs, and
indeed has come to be expected by consumers in
public places. By installing water refill stations, retail
estates have the opportunity to capitalise on this
behavioural shift while enhancing the experience of
staff and shoppers, and helping to tackle one of the
most serious environmental problems of our time.

TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
THE COMPLETE WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICE

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

We provide a Total Waste Management
service for the reduction, reuse, recycling,
recovery and disposal of waste

We ensure that you and your organisation
are fully compliant with all relevant
legislation

We deliver this via a combination of
specialist services, innovative thinking
and contract management

We operate our own state-of-the-art
treatment facilities

We do the waste, leaving you free to
manage your facilities

For more infomation on our Total Waste
Management service please contact us:
Tel: 01491 834 311
Email: info@grundon.com
Web: www.grundon.com
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SECURING THE FUTURE
F

Richard enkins, Chief xecutive at security certiﬁcation body
SI explains why competence and good practice standards
will help safeguard the future of the security industry

or over 40 years, the National Security
Inspectorate (NSI) has helped protect
organisations by providing robust, high quality,
independent audits of security and fire safety
service providers. During that time, we have
witnessed the rapid advance of technology
delivering cost savings, improving reliability
and enhancing safety. Increasing sophistication
with features such as ANPR (automatic number
plate recognition) and video analytics delivering
far more value in security terms than was ever
imagined even a decade ago.
With ever-evolving technology solutions, a key
consideration for any purchaser is confidence in
companies chosen to deliver security and fire safety
services as working to the highest standards.

STANDARDS EXPLAINED
Standards provide a benchmark for sound working
practice. In the security and fire safety sectors
recognised UK standards govern a range of security
systems installation, alarm receiving centres - which
can monitor both fire and/or security alarms and
guarding services. The standards for the fire and
security services themselves are of course important,
as is the corporate management framework, i.e.
how the business itself is managed, including
its technology footprint. These include quality,
environmental, and health and safety management
systems which are all subject to standards; ISO 9001
being the most widely known. Working to these
standards is playing a fundamental role in raising
the levels of professionalism in the security sector,
particularly in the context of the evolving use of
technology.
Formally recognised standards are an integral part

of raising the levels of professionalism - if effectively
implemented. Ongoing verification of compliance
through independent, competent auditing
and assessment ensures service providers can
demonstrate their professionalism to both clients
and the community at large.
Certification bodies such as NSI, play a key role in
ensuring adherence to standards by providers, and
in feeding back to standards bodies to help ensure
adherence to standards and revisions is readily
demonstrable. When it comes to new technologies
those standards are equally important, not least
because of the risk of cyber breach and the use and
storage of data.

BODY WORN VIDEO: A CASE IN POINT
Body worn video cameras (BWV) have become an
everyday tool in protecting people who work in
public spaces. Although ambulance crews, train staff
teams and the Police have been the most high profile
examples, adoption by private security companies
has also been rapid. Their deployment to capture
evidence, increasing accountability for the benefit of
all parties, as well as being a deterrent for anti-social
and violent behaviour is widely understood. Some
devices feature a reverse screen that acts as a mirror.
Should a member of the public become aggressive,
often seeing their actions projected on screen can be
sufficient to diffuse a situation.
A Cambridge University study reviewed 1.5 million
beat hours across more than 4,000 shifts by Police
officers in the UK and California. It concluded that
wearing BWV reduced complaints against officers by
93 per cent.
In 2014 the Surveillance Camera Commissioner
stated that BWV should be used proportionately,
transparently and effectively. In response to
increasing deployment in 2017 the British Standard
BS 8593 was published, a code of practice for the
deployment and use of BWV.
Uniquely the standard is applicable to BWV users
and system owners, as well as suppliers, taking in to
account how data, both visual and audio, is captured,
reviewed and stored.
NSI is currently piloting a new scheme with a public
sector organisation to ensure that the standards
for new technology, in this instance BWV, are
represented in the portfolio of approval schemes.
Best practice for BWV deployment
» Understand if the deployment of BWV is
appropriate. It is important to deploy BWV where it
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is useful to gather surveillance footage as potential
evidence, or as a deterrent to aggression. It is not
sufficient for higher risk roles where a lone worker
device would be more appropriate.
» Choose a camera that is approved to BS 8593. There
is a wide range of devices available both in terms
of functionality and price. As a minimum, selection
criteria should always include meeting the British
Standard.
» Consider storage and retrieval of footage and
network security. Deployment scenarios should
include an assessment of how the recording and
storage and use of data could occur. Levels of
sophistication range from local data transfer, to
local and remote, live and near live, transfer to alarm
receiving/monitoring centres.
» Provide adequate training for operatives on the
use of BWV for data capture. Key user understanding
should include ensuring members of the public are
aware they are being filmed, knowing when BWV is and
is not to be activated, and how to minimise erroneous
activations.
» In viewing and reviewing BWV recorded footage,
consider if individuals undertaking this activity require
an SIA license to perform the task in line with the
Private Security Act 2001.

WHY CHOOSE AN INDEPENDENTLY APPROVED
CONTRACTOR?
Independently assessed organisations awarded a
Certificate of Approval provide consumers with a
means of checking competence. In a demand-driven
market consumers seeking proof of competence as
part of their selection criteria, can shortlist suppliers
holding the appropriate Certificate of Approval, i.e.
meeting required standards.
The main reason for choosing an organisation
holding certification is the confidence of knowing
it has been audited by an independent third party
certification body and found to be compliant.
Here are two key aspects that should be considered
as part of the supplier selection process:
1) Check the suppliers’ Certificates of Approval.
Are they valid? Are they issued by a UKAS (UK
Accreditation Service) accredited body? You
can learn more about UKAS at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gBQV2A-M45c. Certification
by an independent body is a much stronger
endorsement of competence than selfcertification some organisations profess.
2) Check the Certificate of Approval is directly
relevant to the products and services being
sourced, and not insufficient or misleading. If
necessary check directly with the issuing Body
what the certificate is for.
To find NSI approved companies offering a wide
range of security and fire safety services search “Find
a Company” at www.nsi.org.uk . Keep up to date with
the latest developments on the new body worn video
approval by following us on Twitter: @NSI_Approved.

We really hate
interruptions.
But we quickly wanted to inform
you of our new name.
Uninterruptible Power Supplies
is becoming Kohler Uninterruptible Power.

WHY THE CHANGE?
It is a decade since we joined Kohler Co., one of
the largest privately held companies in the US, and
nearly 100 years since they first stepped into power
products. And with our solutions now spanning UPS,
generators and emergency lighting inverters, plus
class-leading 24/7 service, it is simply time our name
reflected who we are and all we do today.

kohler-ups.co.uk
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PRODUCTIVE LEAD
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
Leeson Medhurst, Director of 360 Workplace - Fourfront Group says good
leadership is the key to enhancing our productivity

W

hat’s happening to our
productivity? Not much.
Since the financial crash of 2008/10
productivity in the UK has dragged
and instead has spawned its very
own minor industry: workplace
productivity analysis. Or rather,
many old arguments and design
debates have been resurrected and
triumphantly announced to the world
as the solutions to our productivity
malaise. Added to that the rapid
growth of tech and the perceived
changes in how we work there are a
lot of answers out there. So, why isn’t
there a big upsurge in productivity if
we have all the answers?
Maybe it is because we are approaching
the question the wrong way around.
It is not so much what the answer is
to improving productivity. It is what is
stropping us being productive.
The Puzzle of Productivity, the
report we backed and delivered with
Worktech Academy alongside Jeremy
Myerson doesn’t pretend to have all the
answers. But it does deliver the answer
to the productivity block: leadership.
Overwhelmingly respondents to our
survey said that leadership is the most
important factor influencing productivity.
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Not technology, not design, not the
environment they worked in – but the
management taking decisions each day.
The idea of the report is to drive
debate. It is meant to be provocative.
So, let’s do that. Let’s think laterally.
Let’s assume our leaders in offices and
factories are taking poor decisions and
so limiting productivity. Not enhancing
it. Take the average office – as that’s
easier to define as a workplace than say a
foundry or shop floor. What’s going on?
There’s a trend for open plan,
collaborative work spaces. They look
good. Foster the development of ideas
and done right, need not be noisy or
intrusive, but sharing and inclusive.
But they encourage a flatter operating
structure. One that removes any sense
of hierarchy and so takes ‘leaders’ out of
the process. Does that mean we create a
more democratic work place so that we
encourage wellness, boost mental health
and develop an intrinsically happier
place to work? In a word, yes. But is it
conducive to improved productivity?
It depends on the organisation.
Sometimes these changes in ways of
working succeed. Others do not. As
workplace designers we must accept that
even the best designed spaces might

not always be the most productive.
Likewise, the poorly designed space
may be brilliantly productive for
reasons linked to culture and attitude –
not aesthetics.
Which takes us back to leadership
– because those attitudes, the culture
of an organisation stems from the
leaders. It is their vision that creates
the atmosphere people work within.
In some organisations you can in
effect sense it when you visit their
offices. It is something you become
very quickly acutely aware of. Design
alone can’t shape it, but it can most
definitely enhance it, channel the
energy and add an x-plus factor to the
organisational culture.
So, when we create that ideal
space, we have to allow the flow of
the organisation to continue, which
means connecting with its leaders. This
does not mean pursing the idealistic
notion of placing the CEO smack in
the middle of the open plan space.
This can work, but think about it, will
it work every time? No. It just makes
things complicated. Is it sending the
message that we are a team, or is it
making everyone within ear shot of the
CEO feel intimidated, hence limiting

productivity?
We must think far more holistically
about how our various workplaces
function and therefore, what they each
require. There is no one size fits all. Yes,
we need to respect the need for specific
key facilities and the demand from
employees for other less obvious things
that enable them to do their jobs, but
there is a balance. IT, HR and FM are the
three pillars of everyone’s workplace
and we have to do everything we can
to encourage them to work together to
create the right balance. Too often we
become wrapped up in one idea from
one of the departments to the detriment
of the bigger whole. For example, the
advent of new technology should be
allowing us to work smarter – not just
faster. But are we becoming too carried
away with the idea of what technology
offers?
Let’s look at the idea of remote
working. In theory, we can work
anywhere: in the office, on the bus, at
home or in a third space, i.e. the café.
But is it effective? Yes, people need
variety and that choice can also be a
part of an organisations culture, but the
more we separate ourselves from the
mothership are we also not distancing
ourselves from the very cultural identity
that enhances productivity? Empty desks
mean less people. Less atmosphere.
How can we foster a leadership culture
without the false bonhomie of bringing
groups together for team meetings?
For me the most worrying this is
how our leaders are coping. According
to Professor James Woudhuysen of
London South Bank University, writing
in the Puzzle of Productivity, “There is
currently a crisis of leadership in terms
of legitimacy, trust and credibility”,
and worse, some of those leaders and
managers are getting their wires crossed
about presenteeism nowadays and
turning the concept of flexible working
upside down. We need our leaders to
make better decisions. We need them to
understand that what they do really does
have a massive impact on productivity.
That’s where good design comes in.
Workplace design should be the glue, or
the oil that smooths the moving parts
of a workplace. If leaders understand
what we can do, how we can help and
if we as designers do our jobs properly
then that holistic thinking will begin to
flow. Leaders will lead and make better
decisions, informed by the respective
heads of IT, FM and HR.
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Make sure your entrance mats are able
to withstand the onslaught of dirt and
moisture caused by wintry conditions.
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Our 3 Mat System:
1. Removes coarse grit & heavy soiling
2. Removes grit and moisture
3. Removes fine dirt and moisture
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Daikin Applied (UK) is proud to launch a new generation of
highly efficient air-cooled scroll chillers with R-32 refrigerant.
The new air-cooled chiller range is available for cooling only and
heat recovery applications.
› New R32 refrigerant replacing old R410a chillers

Introducing the
Worlds First R32
Air-Cooled Chiller

› Extensive Range from 80 kW up to 700 kW cooling capacity
› Low GWP of just 675 compared to 2088 of 410a
› SEER efficiency improved by 10% (Ecodesign Lot21 compliant)
› Low noise with compact footprint
› Fully compatible with Daikin on Site remote monitoring platform
› Inbuilt master/slave sequencing

For all your Chiller, AHU, Spares & Service enquiries contact us on:

0345 565 2700

www.daikinappliedservice.uk
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SOCIAL - BLOG
BLOG FROM TONY WINTERBOTTOM, BUSINESS DIRECTOR, ATALIAN SERVEST GROUP
 @SHPOnline

One of the most effective ways to create
a successful health and safety strategy is
to make it part of a company’s culture and
ethos, rather than it being viewed as an
isolated policy. That’s according to Simon
Jones, Technical Director of Alcumus HSE.
https://ubm.io/2GdgZLT

 Jerry Kennard

CEO Evoke Projects; WELL Workplace Advisor
Did you know that WORKPLACE DESIGN can
impact the MENTAL HEALTH of your team?
The role that our built environment
plays in mental health is one of the
key office design concepts under the
International WELL Building Institute

(IWBI) Standard® v2. WELL seeks to create
spaces that inspire us and that help us
become happier and healthier people.
#workplacedesign #teamengagement
#wellbeing #mentalhealth #motivation
#humanresources #humanexperience
#workspace #weareWELL
 @VinciFMRory

Looking forward to all the speakers and
content at @FM_Conference in February.
I’ll be giving an update on @RICSnews

ADD-ON SERVICES LIKE CATERING
SHOULD FORM A CRUCIAL PART
OF ANY MULTI-SERVICE FM OFFER
IN

a climate where cost remains high
on the customer’s agenda, specialist
services like catering can form a crucial part
of any facilities management service. When it
comes to managing their property portfolios,
an increasing number of customers require
three fundamental things: cost-effectiveness,
efficiency, and consistency in delivery. If a
service provider can, therefore, offer a joinedup suite of services that doesn’t compromise
on quality in any one area, they’re on to a
winner.
Consolidating services through one multiline suppliers can help to reduce cost, increase
value and streamline processes. There are,
however, reservations about the impact and
quality of add-on services in the FM sector.
There is a pervading belief among many FM
professionals, for example, that a company can
only be considered a specialist in catering if it’s
the only service they provide. The assumption is
that a multi-service company might be able to
offer a high-quality soft FM solution but will fall
short when it comes to delivering an exceptional
catering service. This school of thought comes
from the legitimate view that foodservice is

activities in #facman and we will also hear
updates from @IFMA_UK @IWFM_UK as we
all focus on thriving not just surviving in our
fantastic sector
 Cathy Hayward @cathy_magenta

Brexit related corporate relocations will be
in their hundreds not thousands predicts Liz
Troni @CushWakeUK at @CoreNetGlobalUK

predictions and resolutions event.
 British Council for Offices @BCO_UK

Catching up with everyone at the auspicious

We believe catering is a
vital part of an integrated
solution; it’s the most emotive
oﬀering, and one that can
make or break a multiservice oﬀering.”

#bcoannualdinner. Special thanks to our
President @Katrina_K_Samen, speaker
Andrew Marr for joining us, and sponsors
@weareWDI and @TroupBywaters
#bcoevents #bcodinner.
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its own beast (or beauty) with a unique set of
challenges and skill requirements. But the idea
that FM companies cannot produce a remarkable
catering service as part of a multi-service FM
offering is quickly becoming outdated.
Of course, catering is a specialist service —
which is why organisations should only partner
with a provider that has a dedicated division

Tony Winterbottom, Business Director, Atalian Servest Group
and, more importantly, a track record in the
market. There are FM companies out there,
however, that boast a catering offer that can
match any single service specialist for efficiency,
creativity and quality. At Atalian Servest
we firmly believe that we are one of those
companies. Our team of executive chefs and
nutritionists run and manage an infrastructure
solely focused on food. We can literally bring
their expertise to the table, and we can do that
while managing the rest of the facility.
We believe catering is a vital part of an
integrated solution; it’s the most emotive
offering, and one that can make or break a
multi-service offering. Catering managers
tend to be of a high standard because there is
a multitude of things they need to do as part
of their role. In addition to creating culinary
delights for employees, guests and members
of the public, as well as inspiring their chefs to
do the same, it is imperative that they possess
strong finance, management and operational
skills. These professionals know the ins and
outs of how a site works and often understand
the attitudes and concerns of colleagues better
than anyone else, which means they are adept
at taking on other service lines. As a result, it is
eminently possible to successfully integrate a
lot more off the back of a facilities management
offer, but only if there is trust and a strong
management team.

INNOVATIVE. TRANSPARENT. COMPLIANT.

Technology
enabled workplace
solutions
For information on Bellrock’s
service offering, visit
www.bellrockgroup.co.uk
or contact us at
e: enquiries@bellrockgroup.co.uk
t: 0116 464 0800
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Hayley, Moneypenny Receptionist.

“ Outsourcing our switchboard
reduces overheads, saving
my FM team time and our
company money.”
Moneypenny client since 2013.

FMs use Moneypenny because we offer the very best people and
technology to deliver 24/7 brilliant service. Discover how we will
make you operate even more effectively. Talk to us today.

SWITCHBOARD

LIVE CHAT

MOBILE ANSWERING

SPECIALIST TEAMS

moneypenny.com
0333 202 1005
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FM CLINIC

According to Sky Ocean
Rescue, more plastic was
made in the first decade of
the 21st century than the
whole of the 20th. Eight
million tonnes of plastic are
thrown away each year and
washed out to sea, causing
untold damage to marine life and
entering the human food chain.
What efforts can the FM sector play
in helping to reduce the use of single-use
plastic across the built environment, including
retail and leisure parks, educational establishments,
healthcare and corporate offices?

agenda, as it rightly should. Now
it is time for the FM to follow suit.
We are calling on the industry to
further demonstrate the strategic
value it has for many years
claimed it provides. This may be
the opportunity for our profession
to showcase its role to business and
governments around the world.
We’re already seeing some positive
examples from within the sector. Churchill
Services has started working with ‘Surfers
Against Sewage’, a company that used to focus on
coastline water quality but is now more concerned about
the plastic contaminating our waters. The multi-service provider
is now taking part in community beach and riverway clean-ups.

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
RICS/IFMA’S VIEW
PAUL BAGUST, GLOBAL PROPERTY
STANDARDS DIRECTOR, RICS
AND FELLOW IFMA UK DIRECTOR,
JO SUTHERLAND, ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR OF MAGENTA
ASSOCIATES
Paul Bagust

Euromonitor International’s global
packaging trends report, 583.3
billion plastic drinking bottles will be
manufactured and sold during the
year 2021. If you had to place all those
bottles end to end, it would extend
halfway to the sun, claims Global
Vision International. If that wasn’t
scary enough, other charities have
Jo Sutherland
suggested that by 2050 the plastic in
our oceans could weigh more than
all the fish. FM has a huge role to play in breaking
this cycle of plastic use and must take the lead in
ensuring that innovative solutions are created
to enable businesses to eliminate their reliance
and use of single-use plastic.
Since the carrier bag charge came in across
the UK, the Great British Beach Clean has
recorded 40 per cent fewer bags on beaches.
The introduction of ‘Plastic Pacts’ and ‘Plastic
Pledges’ from various charities like WRAP
(Waste and Resources Action Programme) are
encouraging businesses from across the UK to
tackle plastic waste. With organisations such as ASDA,
Coca Cola and Boots signing the pledge, we’re seeing an
increasing commitment to reducing single-use plastic.
Environmental sustainability is moving higher up the business

Atalian Servest’s B&I catering division Angel Hill Food Co.
has committed to removing all single-use plastic disposables
from its operation across central government estate contracts. To
achieve this, the business is rolling out a three-phase approach,
spanning two years, with the first phase involving switching
plastic cutlery and takeaway containers to fully compostable
alternatives. Phases two and three involve the business replacing
bottled drinks with canned alternatives, changing the way it
serves condiments and looking at a scheme to reduce single-use
coffee cups.
OCS UK has also taken steps on a journey to reduce single-use
plastic waste. It has replaced plastic straws and sandwich bags
across UK catering functions with more sustainable options. In
collaboration with waste management supplier, Reconomy, the
FM provider has started an education programme to encourage
all those who interact with OCS to think twice about their own
plastic use. In addition, it has updated its procurement process
to prioritise working with suppliers who share the
business’ vision.
In-house FM and RE teams at other
organisations have undertaken plastic audits
to pinpoint cost effective alternatives.
Sky, for instance, took a stand against
single-use plastic via its ‘ocean rescue’
campaign. This company alone has
reduced its plastic bottle usage by an
estimated 450,000 per year within the
UK.
It’s the little steps that truly make an
enormous difference. IFMA UK and RICS
– Paul Bagust
will be running an event in Q2 to help pave
the way. This event will feature environmental
experts outside of the built environment – a mix of
new voices so we can hear first-hand how our industry can
help play its part in protecting the planet. 

Since the carrier bag
charge came in across the
UK, the Great British Beach
Clean has recorded 40 per cent
fewer bags on beaches.”
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DRINKING WATER SUPPLIER’S VIEW
TRACEY BAMBER,
MD AT ZIP WATER (EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST)
Here at Zip
Water UK, we
understand the
importance of
cutting down our
consumption
of single-use
plastic, and
empowering
others to do
so. As the
devastating
environmental
impact of
plastic waste is
unravelled, it’s
vital we make lifestyle changes.
As the Royal Statistical Society’s statistic of the year for
2018 highlighted, only 9 per cent of all plastic ever made
has been recycled. This is a shockingly low percentage
and there is clearly a long way to go towards a more
sustainable future. However, more and more high-profile
organisations and companies are taking a stand in the
war against plastics, inspiring much of the public to make
changes in their own lives. The BBC - who pledged to rid
themselves of single-use plastic by 2020 – is one company
influencing many individuals to follow suit.
With plastic waste growing at an exponential rate and
the recycling rate lagging behind, making changes on
an even larger scale is crucial. This is where facilities
managers can make a big difference, as they are in a
unique position to make substantial improvements to
a building’s sustainability. Having the ability to specify
sustainable alternatives for public institutions and
corporate offices offers the opportunity to promote an
environmentally conscious way of thinking to larger
groups of people.
A great place to start is with the consumption of bottled
water. Not only are 7.7 billion plastic water bottles being
consumed every year in the UK, but they cost around
500-1,000 times more than tap water - plus, 90 per cent
of bottled water brands have been found to contain
microplastic contamination. It’s also estimated that since
2013, NHS trusts in England have purchased around 600
million disposable cups. Not good for the environment,
our pockets or our health.
Finding innovative ways to cut down on single-use
plastic waste should be a top priority for facilities
managers in a variety of settings. By simply implementing
a series of small changes, a big difference can be made.
For example, specifying an easily accessible, filtered
drinking water system will directly result in reduced
purchases of plastic bottled water. Additionally, with
the advanced filtration systems available on the market
today, tap water has never tasted better!

Tracey Bamber

Not only does this cut down plastic waste output and
costs for a business, but it could also influence the human
dynamic. With more sustainable options available to
employees, visitors and students, this in turn could create
a more environmentally conscious collective. Promoting
other sustainable initiatives, such as introducing a
penalty fee for using disposable plastic bottles or running
a recycling drive, will be much easier to implement with
groups who are already more environmentally aware.
All of this comes with the added benefit for the building
of increasing the chances of securing sought after
accreditations such as BREEAM and The WELL Standard.
With the damage to the environment at risk of
becoming irreversible, facilities managers are invaluable
to the global movement to cut out single-use plastics
for good. FM’s have the power to impact on not only a
building, but all those inside it, helping inspire change on
a larger scale. 
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CONTRACT CATERER’S VIEW
ALLISTER RICHARDS,
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF GATHER & GATHER
There has been
a global, mass
movement
behind the plastic
catastrophe
our planet is
facing. The most
obvious effort
to make in the
catering sector
is to switch from
single-use plastic
s
to more reusable
Allister Richard
and sustainable
alternatives;
Gather & Gather was the first UK contract caterer to
publicly announce the removal of plastic straws from its
276 catering sites. This move saves over 80,000 straws
from clogging up our landfills every year. However, as we
know, simply removing plastic straws is not enough to
make real impact and protect our oceans. We all need to
do more.
For any caterer, waste reduction should also consider
what we buy and not just what we sell. For example, for
one client, Gather & Gather audited 5,000 product lines
to better review how plastic coming in to the business
could be avoided. Consequently, we noticed that by
ordering three-gallon pergals of milk rather than two litre
plastic bottles, we could dramatically reduce the amount
of plastic being discarded. Gather & Gather also bake
onsite wherever possible to avoid buying single-wrapped
products. By being more mindful with procurement, we
are able to reduce the demand for single-use plastic and
therefore the production of it.
Single-use plastic is ingrained in our sector, and we have
implemented many more changes in a bid to challenge
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this. At one client site, we reduced the amount of single-use plastic
by 90 per cent in just two weeks; this was achieved by giving each
employee a reusable cup (saving 7 tonnes of rubbish), swapping sugar
sachets for small containers (saving 2 million packets) and swapping
plastic bottles for cans or glass (saving 8 tonnes of plastic), among
other efforts. These incredible results show that when alternative
options are given, we can massively reduce the need for single-use
plastic.
And it’s not just plastic we need to consider either. Single-use
products are rife in the industry. Take serviettes for example. We
recognised we needed to do something about this and launched our
‘Save our Serviettes’ campaign in 2017, which resulted in only 100 per
cent recycled napkins being offered in canteens. This also resulted in
the reduction of serviette waste of 6.69 million napkins over one year.
Another effective way of reducing the amount of plastic in corporate
offices is by working with and educating our client’s workforce. If
consumers are armed with the right knowledge, they will be better
placed to make informed decisions when they visit our sites. We need
to make it as easy as possible to help customers reduce their plastic
uptake; just look at the positive impact the latte levy has had on coffee
culture’s attitude to reusing cups. We have seen huge success with
KeepCups (a reusable coffee cup made from eco-friendly material) and
have sold 60,000 since 2017.
As workplace caterers we have a unique opportunity to influence
business and consumers at the same time and we must take our
responsibility seriously in leading the way to plastic free kitchens
dining. We want to see more innovative campaigns that result in
positive action and remain strong in our belief that together we can
transform the industry’s attitude to plastic. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPANY’S VIEW
STEPHEN HILL,
HEAD OF SALES AT GRUNDON WASTE MANAGEMENT
The trouble with single-use
plastics, or any other single-use
item, is that they’re often so
commonplace that sometimes
even careful scrutiny can fail to
spot a plastic tray or paper cup
– even when it’s right under our
noses.
Facilities managers can do
more to bring their teams
together and come up with
alternative solutions to the
Stephen Hill
problem of single-use plastics.
By having regular meetings with
their in-house catering teams and
their waste management provider, FMs can look at how best to reduce
unnecessary packaging or implement their own ‘green teams’ to drive
sustainability initiatives.
Easy wins include removing single-use plastic cups, using glasses for
water, refillable bottles and reusable coffee cups.
Companies need to look at all the waste they are generating. And
waste management experts such as Grundon can audit a company’s
waste and give practical advice on how it can be minimised further.
Grundon will review the waste and work out how much of it is
avoidable, as while there might be a higher cost to bringing in china,
glass and other reusable receptacles to replace single-use plastics,
a company can often easily make that up in the reduced waste
management costs over the longer term.
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The drive to reduce single-use plastics and other wastes is often
being driven by individuals. There is a definite change of behaviour – I
see it in coffee shops up and down the country where the number
of people bringing in reusable cups has risen dramatically. But if
they work in a company where china and stainless-steel cutlery are
not available, those same people who are choosing to change their
behaviour outside the workplace, don’t have a choice within the work
environment. Facilities managers have a responsibility to meet or
exceed employee’s sustainable behaviour.
Some organisations which are keen to be seen to do the right thing
sometimes make an error in not thinking the problem through far
enough. One organisation wanted to buy in single-use compostable
food packaging that could be safely disposed of, along with any food
remains, at an anaerobic digestion facility.
To them it sounded like a great idea. The problem was that the
closest anaerobic digestion facility that could take the disposed
packaging was a considerable distance away, which further added to
their carbon footprint.
Unfortunately, an organisation’s best intentions can ultimately turn
out to be a hollow victory if they haven’t considered all the options
available to them. Situations like this can be avoided by engaging
with key stakeholders such as the in-house catering teams and waste
management providers who could add value from the start.
But of course, however much an organisation can reduce or reuse
materials, there will always be some items that will need to be sent for
recycling and reprocessing.
We offer a mixed recycling service, where the waste is returned
to our depot and mechanically separated into bales of cardboard,
paper, plastics and other waste types which are then sent off to be
reprocessed.
We’re currently exploring a novel idea to use waste single-use plastic
bottles in a more sustainable way. The bottles, which are made from
the popular plastic polymer Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), can be
sent to a reprocessing facility where the plastic is flaked and recycled
for use in the production of ‘green’ office furniture. We can then
offer our customers the opportunity to buy high quality, robust and
attractive office furniture made out of the plastic waste they’ve sent for
recycling.
This is proof that the circular economy can work. 

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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CASE STUDY

CROWN ESTATE

EATING WELL

The Crown Estate, with the help of its catering provider, Vacherin, has developed a
world class wellbeing oﬀering. FM looks at how food can make all the diﬀerence

T

he Crown Estate’s new headquarters, located at 1 St James’s Market,
London, has a growing list of accolades that would make even its
West End neighbours blush. Since moving to its new location in 2017, The
Crown Estate’s office has received a WELL Platinum certification, the first
in Europe, and a Leesman score that places it among the top two per cent
of buildings in the world for employee experience. These achievements
represent the culmination of a journey by the organisation to create an
exceptional workplace with the health, wellbeing and performance of its
people at the centre.
The Crown Estate is a modern property company with one crucial difference.
Appointed under the 1961 Crown Estate Act, it returns 100 per cent of its profits
24
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to HM Treasury for the benefit of the nation’s finances. It is a company with a
portfolio that is as diverse as any other property firm’s, including commercial,
retail, residential, agricultural, forestry and seabed interests, which it combines
with a purpose-led approach to business and a commitment to be a leading,
progressive employer with a state-of-the-art workplace.
According to Colin Mooney, Head of Operational Resilience who is responsible
for health and safety performance across The Crown Estate, when the
organisation moved its head office from Regent Street to 1 St James’s Market
(both part of its portfolio), the primary objective was to deliver a workplace
that would allow staff to work in a far more connected way. He says the three
floors that the organisation occupied in its Regent Street office had become
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natural barriers to conversation, impacting
interaction between colleagues as well
as its different departments. In the new
space, however, a single floorplate for all
employees on the seventh floor has led
to a clear spike in cross-departmental
collaboration.
Naturally, food, and its celebrated ability
to bring people together, has formed a
key part of the necessary operational and
cultural transformation at 1 St James’s
Market. The Crown Estate ran a competitive
tender process for its catering service two
years ago, which resulted in the contract
going to a new catering provider, Vacherin.
“As part of that conversation, we talked
about having a really vibrant and modern
food offering; and we also talked about
the WELL Standard and what it required in
relation to nourishment,” says Mooney.
The WELL Standard is an evidencebased system that measures, certifies and
monitors seven key areas of a building that
impact occupants’ health and wellbeing: air,
water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort
and mind. Dan Kelly, Deputy Managing
Director of Food and Operations, explains
that the criteria for the ‘nourishment’
category includes the promotion of healthy
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eating habits by offering healthier food
choices, behavioural cues and knowledge
about nutritional content.
“Nutrition is something that architects and
engineers tend not to be responsible for, yet
it has a huge impact on people’s health,” he
says. “WELL emphasises the fact that, where
possible, mindful eating and healthier food
choices should be part of the design and not
merely an afterthought.”

ON THE MENU
With the concept behind WELL new to
everyone at the beginning of the project,
Mooney explains that this forced both
parties to be exceptionally creative and
imaginative, particularly as they aimed
for the highest possible standards. Giving
employees choice in what they eat, for
example, is fundamental to Vacherin’s offer
at 1 St James’s Market. Mooney stresses that
rather than tell staff what they could and
could not eat, The Crown Estate set about
offering real choice and consistent access to
healthy food options.
Now, vegetarian and vegan options are
displayed at the top of the board, the salad
bar is given a prominent position at the
centre of the café, and healthy snacks are by
the till – while sugary drinks, chocolate and
other confectionery are stored behind the
counter. More traditional cafeteria dishes
like sausage and mash are still available
but served with at least one portion of
vegetables. “It’s not about saying you can’t
have something, but about promoting the
healthy choices. That’s the difference,” says
Mooney.
“We all have traditional dishes that we
love to eat, but these are often the ones that
aren’t good for us from a nutritional point
of view,” adds Kelly. “At Vacherin, we don’t
believe in depriving our customers of the
food we love. Instead, we should be thinking
about how we can make small changes that
can make a lot of difference health-wise.”
One of the most significant of these
changes was the introduction of smaller
plates, bowls and cups, a requirement for
FEBRUARY 2019
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Paying attention to the wellbeing of employees not only
increases their overall happiness but actually has a return on
investment for the company.
any organisations looking to gain a WELL
Platinum Certificate. As a result, the largest
latté that Vacherin’s baristas can now make
is eight ounces, the size of a standard flat
white. Mooney explains that convincing staff
that this wasn’t the machinations of a nanny
state, but an effective way of controlling
portion sizes, was one of the biggest
challenges.
Vacherin employs an impressive level of
detail to ensure that it continues to meet the
high standards now set. The caterer has a
full-time nutritionist whose job is to provide
all kinds of factual information including
calorie counters and allergen warnings. The
company has even assessed the cooking
apparatus and utensils it uses to ensure that
it meets those WELL specifications.
Mooney says that staff at 1 St James’s
Market are demonstrably more enthused by
the new catering service. This is significant,
given that the workplace is located in a
city with one of the most exciting culinary
scenes in the world, with a plethora of
local high street food retailers keeping the
organisation and Vacherin on their toes. The
office café has to compete with an almost
limitless range of food in central London, so
the challenge is to keep the menu as fresh
as possible. To ensure that staff don’t tire
of options, for example, Vacherin keeps its
range of sandwiches as broad as possible.
Yet, while the menu may be refreshed
on a regular basis, Mooney stresses the
26
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importance of keeping some things
consistent. “People need to know they can
come back to the café and have their main
course and a side that costs X, which helps
them to budget,” he says. The most recent
change to the food offer is the introduction
of a combined meal deal, which allows
the organisation to serve vegetable
accompaniments with all meals, as well as
lower the total cost for staff.

SOUL FOOD
There is an old adage that says the kitchen
is the heart of every home. Mooney,
however, prefers to frame it in more
modern terms: “The café drives other
behaviours within the organisation.”
When The Crown Estate relocated to
1 St James’s Market, it moved into a
totally agile workspace. Approximately
250 employees have access to only 190
fixed desks, but there are a further 210
alternative workstations including project
tables, collaboration spaces, furniture
booths, a library, and traditional meeting
rooms. The café also serves as a focal
point for the organisation’s new workplace
strategy.
“We have a big communal table that
seats 20 people in our café,” says Mooney.
“People will come and sit down and
talk to each other. That is the driver. It’s
about having a change in environment.

It’s about meeting other people from
across the organisation and having an
informal networking opportunity every
lunchtime.”
Likewise, the recent decision to lower
the price of coffee not only increased the
volume of sales but also encouraged staff
to change certain behaviours. People are
now far more likely to grab a coffee with
a colleague and use the café for informal
meetings.
Though the WELL Standard is an
ongoing process – a feature that initially
attracted The Crown Estate to it – the
success of the move is undeniable.
Leesman, the employee experience
benchmarking tool, carried out preand post-occupancy surveys with the
property company’s staff. Given the
data from the initial survey, The Crown
Estate managed to increase its score by
25 points.
For Vacherin, the success of its
catering service at 1 St James’s Market
is testament to the power of food in the
workplace. “Businesses have a duty to
actively encourage their employees to
change their eating habits, in order to
have a healthy impact on the overall
wellbeing of the workforce,” says Kelly.
“Paying attention to the wellbeing of
employees not only increases their
overall happiness but actually has a
return on investment for the company.”
Vacherin is now busy applying the
many lessons it has learned from the
WELL Standard to new and existing
customers. “Adhering to these practices,
designers on our new contracts meet
with our catering team to negotiate and
collaborate on how we can elevate the
benefit of the food we serve to clients
and tenants,” adds Kelly. “The workplace
is the perfect place to raise awareness
and transform mindsets and behaviours
towards healthy eating and nutrition.”
For The Crown Estate and Vacherin,
at least, the proof of the pudding is in
the eating.
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ccording to a recent report by catering
analysts MCA, nutrition, healthy eating and
sustainability are the key driving forces in the
food service management sector, with healthy
options the number one thing customers
want to see in contract catering over the next
few years. This trend is being driven by both
employers and staff, who are increasingly
acknowledging the important role good
nutrition plays in wellbeing at work.
This means offering fresh ‘healthy’ options
alongside ‘treat’ options. We asked our editorial
panel of client-side FMs and a group of caterers
for their tips on balancing healthy choices while
managing the costs of running a workplace
catering contract.
Simon Francis, until recently Head of Estates
Services at London South Bank University, says
it’s important to recognise the role FMs play
in encouraging healthy eating. “Over the last
few years, with the move towards FM having a
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more active impact on the productivity
and wellbeing of an organisation, the
opportunities available for FMs to make a
positive impact have grown,” he says. “Our
catering services are now not just there to
fuel the workforce, keep them on site or
to bring in a profit, but can actually help
to improve the wellbeing of our building
users.”
He adds that with the UK suffering
from poor productivity in relation to our
European neighbours and the US, and a
study in Population Health Management
journal showing that unhealthy eating
is linked to a 66 per cent increased risk
of loss of productivity, there is clearly an
opportunity for FM to show its worth.
But, as a joint report by hospitality
trade association UKHospitality and
food wholesaler Bidfood acknowledges,
while customers may want healthier food
options it is important that caterers not
only provide healthy foods, but ensure they
don’t turn people off by limiting their food
and drink choices.
Says Alan Hutchinson, Facilities Director
at law firm Howard Kennedy: “The
challenge for contract caterers within
corporate environments is to consider what
style or type of alternative they are serving
compared to what’s happening in the big
brands on the high street. Are they trying
to mimic the brands, or are they offering
something different?”
This is an important point, and begs the
question of whether the workplace can
ever replicate the same level of experience
customers enjoy in the high street. FMs
have even noted that the staff within their
building will choose to leave the site and
pay a premium for similar food available on
site, simply because there is a pop-up food
cart in the area.

POP-UP CHALLENGE
Caterers agree this can be a challenge. Says
Lin Dickens, Marketing Director at Bartlett
Mitchell: “We take the view that food needs
to be interesting in the first instance. Dull,
healthy food is never going to be chosen
and people will vote with their feet, so we
need to ensure that we are competitive
when it comes to variety and interest.”
She adds: “Competition is fierce for the
lunchtime trade, whether it’s caterers
versus the high street, or high street outlets
competing against each other. But our
market research has shown that, while
the pop-up concept is becoming more
common, not many of them have a healthy
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base which they work from.”
This is why, she explains, Bartlett
Mitchell has introduced its Vitality Kitchen
range in creating pop-ups. These are
healthy, but “first and foremost, are
delicious and enticing, something which is
always going to work better for workplace
caterers.”
Nicola Morris, Divisional Managing
Director at Sodexo Corporate Services,
agrees that a huge challenge for
workplace food service providers is the
fast-growing category of food to go, with
employees offered “multiple cuisine types
to choose from, which gives them the
variety they crave.” Employee restaurants,
she argues, “need to deal with this
competition by altering their traditional
mix and concentrating on portability,
authenticity, taste and wellness.”
Changing demographics are also having
a huge impact, she says. “With lunchtimes
getting shorter due to working practices
and technology, many diners want to
browse their smartphone while eating.
They cannot do that as effectively if they
are holding a knife and fork.”
As the furore over the Greggs vegan
sausage roll demonstrated, there is also
a growing number of people, particularly
those from the younger demographic
entering the workplace, who are
demanding more vegan and vegetarian
options – what Morris defines as the rise
of ‘flexitarianism’, as people cut down on
meat and adopt a more plant-based diet.
Ian Wade, Head of UK Estates at the
British Medical Association, has already
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risen to this challenge. “At the BMA we have
decided to trial vegan food to replace our
vegetarian main offers, as we recognise
this is a trend that is growing. However,
as we have less footfall than a high street
retailer, we are not in a position to offer
as large a range on everything we do, so
we offer a mixture of vegan-only dishes as
well as ‘build your own dishes’ that allow
customers to create the dish that suits
them.
“Our cake offers have always been
popular, and we continue to develop
healthier options that may use vegetables,
are dairy free, gluten free, low sugar and so
on. If anything, I have seen an increase in
our sales.”
The FM team at London South Bank
University (LSBU) has also responded
to changing tastes among its student
customers. “This academic year we have
significantly increased our vegetarian and
vegan offerings,” says Simon Francis, “and
have worked to replace the sweet, sugary
treats at our tills with healthier alternatives
as well as increasing our selection of salads.
This has not only made an impact on the
health of our students, but appears to have
grown sales as well.”

OTHER OPTIONS
But what happens when the FM doesn’t
have recourse to an outside caterer? How
can they encourage healthier eating? Says
Vicky Thorp, Head of Facilities Management
at CLSH Management Limited: “As an FM
who has no restaurants or cafés, this does
FEBRUARY 2019
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not allow us the opportunity to have so much
of an influence. Healthy eating costs money,
but there are ways of putting fresh fruit
through the service charge and offering this in
communal areas.
“There is also the option of going and
speaking with local food outlets and building
a relationship by finding out if they would
be able to offer discounts on the healthier
foods, and then promote this throughout
our properties. This also increases local
engagement and community spirit to ensure
we are all working towards a common goal.”
Staff tea points and restaurants are
also increasingly important in a changing
workplace. The trend towards agile and parttime working means workplace restaurants
have evolved into active social hubs that help
to improve productivity, collaboration and
communication within organisations.
There are also fresh alternatives
to the fixed workplace canteen
of yesteryear. Alan
Hutchinson recalls
that when relocating
offices four years
ago, it was
decided that due
to the amount
of choice
available on
the building’s
doorstep, the
firm wouldn’t
be providing a
staff restaurant.
Staff would instead
be encouraged to take
lunchbreaks outside to
explore the local area, support
local businesses and be part of the
local community.
Over time, it was noticed that providing staff
with a place to meet and engage within the
office was an opportunity not fully appreciated.
“Through a number of initiatives,” he says, “we
have now introduced pop-up lunches for staff.
The menu is themed, with an emphasis on
healthy nutritional ingredients. We also have

ur in house nutritionist is
an excellent wellbeing
actively involved in the promotion
programme for staff, and
our caterers contribute
of healthy eating across our entire
during the regular
wellbeing events by
business. Internally and externally,
creating healthy lunch
pots at a ‘better than
all of our menus oﬀer the ability to high
street’price.”
Stephen Bursi, Facilities
consume at least ﬁve fruit or
Lead at BAE Systems
(Operations), argues that
vegetables a day.”
understanding the employee
and visitor demographic is key in
helping FMs to anticipate customer
preferences. This, he says, “will help in
their understanding of current eating fads
and whether the organisation’s catering
facilities can cope with a change to its
offering without existing contractual terms
and conditions getting in the way.”
He points out other important
considerations. Are there fast food
and grab ’n’ go outlets in the vicinity which
colleagues might prefer to use? What is
the organisation’s overall attitude towards
providing healthy options? Has a site
catering customer survey been conducted?
Can external heathy food providers be
encouraged to provide pop-up services
alongside the established offerings to
test take-up? Is the catering environment
appealing to users?

IMPROVED NUTRITION
Appointing a caterer who can help advise
on nutrition is also a good idea, as Tony
Winterbottom, Business Director at Atalian
Servest Food Co, explains. “Our in-house
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nutritionist is actively involved in the
promotion of healthy eating across our
entire business. Internally and externally, all
of our menus offer the ability to consume
at least five fruit or vegetables a day. In
addition, we’ve reduced saturated fats,
including the use of healthier oils for frying,
added leaner meats, and reduced fat
alternatives for items such as cheese and
mayonnaise.”
Alan Hutchinson feels strongly that
caterers also have to add something extra,
above and beyond the brands, to maintain
a competitive edge. This may include
ensuring prices are benchmarked against
the high street (and advertising the
comparison), educating people as they
eat by explaining the healthy options
available, and aligning the food service with
the employer’s own corporate values and
aims – for instance, as part of a wellbeing
programme.
He adds: “Customers are much more
informed, so you need to meet that level of
knowledge with varied menus. Cater for the
comfortable; don’t forget there are always
those that will always want the same things,
so keep the basics available. This means not
going too far with the healthy alternatives
– you have to try to please everyone. And
finally, ask what people want regularly, and
publish the results and what has been done
to reflect those results.”
Back at LSBU they are starting to explore
the benefits of providing a specifically
healthy eating-focused and branded outlet
next to the sports facilities. For LSBU, and
hopefully for other FM-led organisations, the
future is clearly healthier.
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FOCUS FLOORING

FLOOR SHOW
Cyril Parsons of ce Principles argues that ﬂooring is a crucial factor in the design of
open plan and agile working environments

T

he trend for agile office design comes from a desire to introduce
activity-based working spaces that allow us to choose how and where
we work. This element of flexibility might appear carefree and easy, but in
fact it takes a good deal of planning to make it work effectively.
Good design is everything. In order to achieve a fluid environment, there are
various needs to consider and a mix of spaces that have to be included to cater
for these needs. Flooring can play a key role in breaking up these spaces.
One new trend, which initially broke through from San Francisco
and the west coast and their glut of tech companies (where else?) is
for ‘neighbourhoods’. The term applies to an office that is divided into
‘communities’. Pioneered by tech company and app innovator, Uber, these
work environments move away from the traditional open-plan office layout to
embrace activity-based neighbourhoods, broadly following the agile working
model.
The thinking is for workers to become members of a community, rather than
to own their own desk space. These forward-thinking offices include ‘huddle
rooms’, to accommodate very small groups and quiet spaces, alongside open
spaces and individual project rooms.
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Where much of the space remains open, there is a need to differentiate
areas and provide unofficial boundaries. Workers need to be able to grasp the
expectation for each particular part of the office, and where those set spaces
begin and end.
The floor covering provides an immediate, visual differential, signalling to
people that they’re crossing from one type of activity-based setting into the
next. A simple indicator, like a pattern change or a contrasting colour of carpet
tile, is particularly helpful when spaces superficially appear the same or don’t
have any specific dividers.
Colour has to be carefully considered, as colour is known to affect mood by
evoking certain feelings. A core psychological value is given to different colour
choices, with specific colours identified as having a certain impact on those
who are exposed to them, which may influence the ways they interact with
others.
It’s not just mood that’s affected. In a work environment, it’s also about
productivity. Natural tones, with shades of green and blue, are said to improve
efficiency and focus, while warm yellows are associated with happiness,
creativity and energy.
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Shading and complementary patterns
can also make a huge difference in terms of
how the colour is perceived and the impact
it makes. Colours don’t have to be bold
or block to leave an impression. However,
there will always be variables – different
workers will react to colours in different
ways, and visitors will have their own take
on the décor.
Most businesses start by considering their
branding: the logo and its colours. Although
many companies will have specific brand
colours, there will be various shades that
can make up a colour palette, along with
contrasting tones that can be selected to
reflect the intended use of specific areas.
Differently coloured floor tiles can be used
to break up spaces and create an impact.

FINDING A WAY
The act of navigating a path through a
space – wayfinding – should inform the
design of an office layout. There are clear
benefits in creating a smooth flow, reducing
the number of navigations necessary to get
from one point to another and making a
space more engaging and interactive.
Floor coverings can support wayfinding
by creating a pattern to identify the best
path through the office, particularly as
the office becomes a more blended space,
with workstations not always so easy to
distinguish from social spaces. Again,
flooring can be used to highlight certain
areas and provide visual clues to remind
workers of where they are headed.
This can be extended to cover whole
teams and departments. For instance, a
whole department can be allocated one
colour, starting from the floor and working
up so that it becomes its own community,
with social spaces and meeting rooms all
defined by that colour.
The issue of sound should also impact on

flooring choices. There are many noise
issues attached to open-plan spaces,
and flooring can be used by designers to
counter such problems. Carpet muffles
sound, for example, while hard floors
tend to echo and add to surrounding
noise, acting as an irritant and distraction.
(Also, carpeting can be a good sustainable
solution as many carpet manufacturers
include recycled elements.)
However, although carpet and carpet
tiles might seem the most natural choice,
vertical and suspended acoustic solutions
are available to counter the noise issues
associated with a hard floor surface.
Of course, it’s not all about the
psychology and the aesthetics. If offices
have high traffic, with certain areas more
likely to incur heavy footfall than others,

this has to be taken into account when
floor coverings are selected. Not all floor
coverings are suitable for all locations, and
that has to be considered in the planning
stages.
Ease of repair, maintenance and footfall
all have to be measured, and the lifecycle
of the floor must be prioritised. That
said, there is a huge range of materials to
choose from, and there’s no reason why
style shouldn’t coexist with practicality.
Materials such as polished concrete and
patterned vinyl are considered the most
durable options. However, there are now
many high-quality carpet brands that can
stand up to considerable wear and tear,
making them suitable for inclusion in
those heavy traffic areas.
When it comes to freedom of expression
and creativity, there is more choice than
ever before. Tiles can be configured into
a multitude of designs, and colours can
be matched and customised. Added to
this, a mix of materials can be used to
complement certain areas. For example,
wooden floors for social areas and carpets
for open plan.
There’s a trend for using flooring to
create a more homelike, residential feel in
a bid to move away from the corporate. It
certainly fits with the new way of working,
which is all about removing boundaries
and taking a more collaborative approach.
Ultimately, all factors considered,
flooring is one of the most important
items on the specification list. If the choice
of flooring can play any part in keeping
workers more motivated and productive, it
makes sense to give it every consideration.
FEBRUARY 2019
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CONNECTING SPACES
anet owe of Forbo Flooring Systems discusses the role of ﬂooring in creating o ce environments
conducive to communication and collaboration

I

n 2017, workplace absence cost
the UK economy £18 billion in
lost productivity, according to the
Centre of Economic and Business
Research. Since other research has
shown that co-locating employees
in an open-plan environment can
significantly boost motivation and
productivity, it’s little surprise that
many businesses are adopting this
more informal layout.
When it comes to workspace
design, many researchers agree on
the positive effect of face-to-face and
informal interactions – and it’s not
hard to understand why. Face-toface encounters help employees to
connect, providing opportunities for
information exchange, collaboration,
networking and problem-solving.
But that’s not all. Studies also show
that workplace design impacts on
employees’ creativity, ability to
concentrate and need for privacy – all
of which directly affects health, mental
wellbeing and cognitive performance.
It’s important, therefore, to
design offices from a holistic point
of view. While there are many
configurations that support and
encourage collaboration, open-plan
designs remain the most popular.
The literal breaking down of walls
naturally increases opportunities for
collaboration; when multiple people
are working in the same place, they
are more likely to share ideas and
ask for input, as well as build positive
working relationships. It can also
benefit employee health, as people
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are encouraged to get up and move
around.
The open-plan format continues
to evolve. Where once it involved a
large room filled with groupings of
desks and tables, open-plan offices
are increasingly reflecting home
environments, where people can relax
and interact with family and friends.
These new open-plan spaces include
breakout areas, kitchens, meeting
spaces and working stations, all with
their own unique identity, yet all
needing to be seamlessly connected.
For example, some companies are
trying to establish kitchen areas as the
‘heart of the office’, where people can
connect with one another. Breakout
areas are starting to look more like
living rooms with sofas and plants,
where people can go to relax, unwind
and chat with their colleagues.
Deformalising offices is coming to be
seen as the key to establishing stressfree environments; informal areas
with softer designs and non-corporate
styles blur the boundary between
work and life. As Steve Jobs once said:
“Ideas don’t happen in the boardroom,
they happen in the corridor.”
Facilitating spontaneous meetings
and discussions is key to creating a
collaborative workplace.
Traditional static desk arrangements
are no longer seen as conducive to
productivity. Relaxed environments
can be created using eclectic mixes of
non-traditional furnishings and décor,
allowing people to choose where they
want to work, have a discussion or

take a break. Providing employees
with this kind of freedom and flexibility
helps to increase engagement
and promotes collaboration and
innovation. Soft partitioning and
movable furniture which can be used
to create functional spaces as desired
are increasing in popularity.

FIT FOR PURPOSE
Choice of flooring is a key factor
when planning a flexible workplace
with multi-purpose space. Facilities
managers will need to consider
what the space will be used for and
who by. It makes sense to choose
complementary products that can
differentiate space while combining
to create a fully integrated flooring
scheme.
For example, for walkways, breakout
areas and kitchen facilities, a practical
and durable product such as vinyl or
linoleum should be chosen, as these
can withstand the heavy footfall and
are easily cleaned. For areas where first
impressions count, notably receptions,
luxury vinyl tiles offer a good balance
of aesthetics and durability.
Again, it’s worth looking for resilient
products that work well alongside
carpet tiles, as they are often installed
side by side in zoned open-plan
offices – for example, where working

spaces or meeting rooms that require
a warmer, more comfortable covering
adjoin tea and coffee points.
Carpet tiles are a particularly
effective solution, as the modular
format lends itself to efficient
installation and allows office layouts
to be easily adapted to meet changing
requirements. Carpet tile designs are
continually changing to reflect interior
trends. Forbo’s new Tessera Nexus
collection, for example, has been
conceived as a flexible design tool to
help unite multi-purpose spaces into
one interconnected whole.
Tessera Nexus offers an alternative
to the organic styling that currently
dominates the carpet tile market –
which in itself reflects the changing
nature of the workplace. Drawing
together simple colours, elements and
tones, the collection gives designers
the freedom to create connections
– subtly linking spaces for quiet
reflection or group collaboration.
Office environments, and
consequently floor coverings, will
continue to evolve in line with the
changing needs of employees and
workplace functionality. This is why
facilities managers should keep an eye
on office and design trends, to ensure
they make the best choice of flooring
to support the environment that works
best for their organisation.
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MENTAL HEALTH

POSITIVE
THINKING
The built environment has
improved its record in terms of
physical health and safety. Sara
ean ﬁn s out o c arity ates
in in an
are or in
to promote mental ell ein

R

ussell Stilwell is a successful
businessman and founder of RS
Electrical Contractors, a mechanical,
engineering and plumbing specialist
serving the construction and FM industry.
But back in 2010 he found himself coping
with extreme anxiety and depression.
He tried to ignore it and continued on
until, as he describes it: “I couldn’t fight
it anymore and I was starting to become
someone that my family and I didn’t
recognise.” He adds that if he hadn’t
received professional help, he probably
wouldn’t be here today.
Sadly, his experiences are not unusual.
Research suggests that suicide kills far more
workers in construction than falls. According
to HSE statistics, one in six workers in the UK
experiences depression, anxiety or stress,
and 91 million work days are lost as a result
of mental health-related problems.
While the male-dominated construction
and FM sectors have improved their record
in terms of physical health and safety,
safeguards for employees’ mental wellbeing
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is not as well resourced. According to Stilwell,
FM and construction go to great lengths to
mitigate risks on site – but do little to notice,
reduce or mitigate the risks associated with
mental ill-health.
After overcoming his own anxiety and
depression, Stilwell went on to champion
mental wellbeing within his firm and the
wider FM and construction sector, sharing
his story at the official launch of the charity
Mates in Mind in September 2017. Following
a successful pilot programme between
February and June 2017, Mates in Mind was
rolled out across the sector by the Health in
Construction Leadership Group (HCLG), with
the support of the British Safety Council. Its
aim is to raise awareness, address the stigma
of poor mental health and improve mental
wellbeing in the UK construction industry.
Steve Hails is Director of Health, Safety
and Wellbeing at Tideway, the company
delivering the Thames Tideway Tunnel, and
Chair of Mates in Mind: “We set ourselves
a target of reaching 100,000 people in year
one and 75 per cent of the industry by 2025.

The charity currently has 188 supporters
whose direct employment accounts for
over 185,000 employees, so we’re on track.
We need to ensure, though, that it’s not
just about training and education, it’s the
whole approach that Mates in Mind brings,
providing support across organisations.”
He continues: “Mental health awareness
isn’t a light-switch moment as something
you can solve overnight. You need to
have commitment from the most senior
people within the organisation that this
is something they want to address. Mates
in Mind can then offer a range of support
and access to a variety of resources that
allow that foundation to be put in place
within the organisation. It’s then about how
you introduce and upskill and address the
stigma.”
The process, he explains, works in three
stages. First is a two-day mental health
first aid course which gives people a
greater understanding of the causes, and
avenues that might be explored to provide
co-workers with support and to act as a
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signpost for individuals that may come to
them with an issue.
Second is a half-day awareness programme
called Managing the Conversation, delivered
by the British Safety Council. This is directed
at supervisors and leaders within a business
to give an understanding of how certain
elements can impact an individual and put
them in a dark place.
The final element is a 45-minute starter
conversation for every employee within
the workplace. This involves getting a
group of people within an environment
to start to address the stigma of mental
ill-health. It aims to provide an open and
confidential space where it’s possible to say
to individuals, ‘it’s OK to feel like this. It’s
normal.’
Says Hails: “The reason I describe the
options that way round is that if you start
the conversation and open the door without
somewhere to go, you could make the
situation worse, which is why there should
be support networks in place within the
organisation. Training plays a part, but
most of all it’s about addressing the stigma
and saying, ‘you know what? It’s OK to feel
like that, because we all do at some point.’
People will then stop seeing mental ill-health
as a weakness.”

MENTAL HEALTH IN FM
Within the FM sector, VINCI Facilities
is attempting to lead from the front.
As part of its Time to Change pledge
(see next page), VINCI is focusing on
mental health and the wellbeing of its
people and those in its supply chain
by setting up mental health first aiders,
wellbeing champions and emphasising
the importance of fairness, inclusivity and
respect.
According to Paul Cottam, VINCI Facilities
Director and a Non-Executive Director of the
British Safety Council, VINCI recognises that
investment in mental health and wellbeing is
something that creates a legacy; it’s not just
about being a safe pair of hands, but about
taking a wider, longer-term view. A happier,
healthier and more productive workforce is
more willing to engage with the communities
it serves because of its positive outlook.
A key strategy is training up mental health
first aiders. Says Cottam: “When we started
discussing this a couple of years ago, there
were people who were interested and
put their hands up, so we discussed it at
leadership meetings. Before we knew it
we had eight to 10 people who asked to go
on the mental health first aid course, who
then came back and organised breakout
sessions.”

MENTAL HEALTH

According to Hails, the principle behind
mental health first aid is very simple: “If you
cut your finger you’ll go and see a first aider.
If you’re feeling down and depressed, you
can see a mental health first aider.” But he
warns that it’s important to understand the
limitations of mental health first aid.
As with physical first aid, if it’s beyond
a volunteer’s limitations they need to
know where to go, and this is part of their
training. Mental health first aiders are
there as a resource. They’re not trained
psychiatrists; the idea is that they listen, offer
a sympathetic ear, look for signs and help
to point people on to organisations such as
Mind, the Samaritans or Mental Health First
Aid England for further support.
In larger organisations there may be an
employee assistance programme (EAP) to
offer support, but one of Mates in Mind’s
primary concerns is to address the 95 per
cent of people working in construction
who are employed by an SME. These are
organisations without resources and funds –
sometimes without even a dedicated FM or
HR department.

If you cut your ﬁnger
you ll go and see a ﬁrst aider.
If you re feeling down and
depressed, you can see a
mental health ﬁrst aider.
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“The beauty of being a supporter of Mates
in Mind is having access to a range of helpful
organisations,” says Hails. “There is support
available through a national counselling
service, and that benefits the SME
population. We’ve also made a commitment
through the charity that we will invest back
into the SME community, where fulfilling
certain criteria will give you access.”

REDUCING THE STIGMA
Another key aspect, says Cottam, is the
way in which employers address the stigma
around mental health. For example, people
are often afraid of opening up about mental
health problems for fear of being side-lined.
This is a strong theme of Time to Change,
and Mates in Mind provides the practical
resources and relationships to help.
“Overcoming the stigma can be achieved
in different ways,” he says. “Our group HSEQ
director introduced us to the Time to Change
movement, and in the middle of that we
developed our relationship with the British
Safety Council and Mates in Mind. We then
presented it back to our people by talking
about HSE statistics on stress and mental
ill-health, and how mental health feeds into
our health and wellbeing strategies.
“In the same way that safety went from
warnings and prosecutions to promoting a
safer zero harm culture, the same needs to
go for mental ill-health. This is why at VINCI
we start all our conversations with ‘how are
you?’, not just as a standard greeting but with
the ethos that ‘if you’re not OK I’m not, and
the people under you won’t be’.”
Adds Hails: “You have to have senior level
commitment, so it must be more than a
FEBRUARY 2019
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tick box, or paying lip service to reducing
stress if you’re working people into the
ground. It’s about being authentic and
genuine in your approach, which is why
senior leaders have to lead the way.”
One of the primary aims of the
charity is overcoming the stigma that
surrounds mental ill-health, and – in
a sector with a high number of male
workers – addressing the specific risks for
men. As a director of an FM business which
is part of a construction group, Cottam
acknowledges the challenge of addressing
the stigma of mental ill-health within such
a male-dominated sector. “FM can be a
stressful job, and having the right level of
stress helps performance, but you’ve also got
to recognise when someone is at a tipping
point. There’s a difference between stress
and feeling mentally drained. People put
pressure on themselves and keep pushing
themselves.”
He says he is encouraged by the change
of attitude he has noticed, with the biggest
conversation at VINCI’s recent annual
supplier safety day being about mental
health and wellbeing.
For his part, Hails is optimistic about the
progress being made: “We will obviously
draw parallels with the journey we went
on with safety, but I think when it comes to
mental health we’re on a much steeper curve.
We are getting closer to where we need to be
much more quickly than we did with safety.
That’s partly down to the way society has
grasped the mental health agenda, and we’ve
been assisted in particular by Princes William
and Harry. But it can still surprise me. At
Tideway we run an annual survey on health
and safety, and last year 75 per cent of staff
strongly agreed they were happy to talk to
their line manager about mental wellbeing,
which is the message we’re sending out with
Mates in Mind.”
The charity is certainly showing the
wider built environment what can be
done. As Cottam remarks, the majority of
construction firms proudly show off their
British Safety Council logo, and more and
more are happy to sport the Mates in Mind
logo as well, “which shows that people
within that organisation care about the
mental health of their staff, suppliers and
other stakeholders.”

GOOD FOR BUSINESS
Hails points out that if you don’t create
an environment that is diverse, inclusive
and supports employees and anyone who
works for them, how do you ever expect
to attract people into the industry? He
believes strongly that if you are a leader
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...if you don t create an
environment that is diverse,
inclusive and supports employees
and anyone who works for them,
how do you ever expect to attract
people into the industry

in any business, it is your responsibility
to understand your team – not just what
their job entails, but what makes them tick.
Without undue prying into people’s personal
lives, it means creating an environment
where you can help them manage their
issues.
“If you’re in the dark and don’t create that
type of environment, you will never get the
information you require to manage that
situation,” he says. “I was astonished to
find that 75 per cent of those who identify
as LGBT+ working in construction go back
in the closet when they come to work. That
is an astonishing figure. If you’ve got an
individual who can’t be themselves, they’re
going to leave.
“If you’d said to me five years ago that
we’d be running mindfulness sessions – not
just within the office environment but on our
construction sites – I would have laughed,
but Mates in Mind is about reducing stigma.
It’s about having a conversation, looking at
statistics that reinforce how to tackle mental
ill-health, talking to people and getting them
involved with training schemes that they
can take back into your business. In this way
mental good health is going to be at the
core of every business. And it makes good
business sense.”

Time to Talk
Time to Change is organising a Time to Talk Day on 7
February to give everyone a chance to have a conversation
about mental health. The event is backed by VINCI Facilities
and other employers.
As part of VINCI Construction
UK, VINCI Facilities signed
up to the Time to Change
employer pledge in 2017,
committing itself to creating
a workplace free from
stigma and discrimination.
The pledge makes up a central part of the company’s fairness,
inclusion and respect agenda. VINCI worked with Time to
Change on an action plan to get employees talking about
mental health.
Time to Change is England’s biggest initiative for raising
awareness of mental health and challenging stigma and
discrimination. It is run by charities Mind and Rethink
Mental Illness and is funded by the Department of Health,
Comic Relief and the Big Lottery Fund. It’s a growing social
movement working to change the way everyone, in all walks
of life, thinks and acts about mental health problems.
For more information about Time to Talk Day, visit www.timeto-change.org.uk/get-involved/timetotalkday2019
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SERVICED OFFICES

PROPERTY
What does the new year have in store for the corporate real
estate market? John Spencer, CEO of Landmark, predicts a
strategic shift in favour of shorter leases and ﬂexibility

A

ccording to the annual Knight Frank
global occupier report published
at the end of last year, real estate is
more than ever a strategic device for
businesses. The report, which is compiled
following interviews with over 100 global
corporate real estate leaders, predicts
that flexibility will become an even more
significant driver in real estate choices.
This comes at a time when many leases
are expiring in the UK, when Brexit continues
to create uncertainty, and new accounting
standards mean greater scrutiny of balance
sheets as leases are recorded as assets and
liabilities. For anyone not familiar with the
International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS), they came into force in January 2018
and mean that UK businesses effectively
have to add £200 billion of liabilities to their
balance sheets. Businesses with multiple
offices will be particularly affected, financial
stability may be more openly questioned,
and credit ratings could be affected.
One result is that long leases are going to
be viewed far less favourably. Occupiers will
be reluctant to commit to too much over
40
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an extended period, and will be attracted
by real estate solutions offering agility and
flexibility.
There is already evidence of this. Savills
reported an increase in serviced office takeup of 150 per cent in the UK in 2017. Late
last year, JLL predicted that flexible working
space will grow by up to 30 per cent annually
to meet the rising demand for flexible
workspace. In the last year, Landmark has
increased its footprint to one million square
feet across London’s West End and City as
well as in Manchester and Birmingham.
We have taken entire buildings as well
as individual floors, and will continue to
expand. Our rivals are doing the same.
This increase in supply will continue to
serve large corporates, which use it for
projects and overspill but also to add to
the variety of the space available to staff.
Start-ups and SMEs will also continue to be
attracted to serviced office space, and we
anticipate that European firms may take
some too, especially in London, ensuring
they have a UK hub as Brexit looms.
Alongside flexibility, another key
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According to Knight Frank,
the cost of staﬀ is now four
times that of property – and the
loss of staﬀ is up to times
more than the cost of
accommodating them.”

attraction of serviced offices is that they
provide the variety of space and amenity
that many employees now want and that
cannot always be accommodated in a
traditional office, especially on a small
floorplate. They offer creative, collaborative
environments and a place to meet other likeminded businesses. This mix is becoming
so important that some corporates are
mimicking this type of environment in their
own buildings, while others are exploring
leasing whole serviced office buildings rather
than opting for a Cat A space and fitting it out
themselves.
It all comes down to the need to attract
and retain staff in the ongoing war for talent.
According to Knight Frank, the cost of staff
is now four times that of property – and the
loss of staff is up to 10 times more than the
cost of accommodating them. The quality of
the working environment has become crucial
in today’s market, and a significant part of
the decision-making process for candidates.

A MATURE MODEL
For those real estate and FM teams tasked
with identifying their organisation’s ongoing
accommodation needs, here are some useful
facts about this evolving market.
First, the serviced office market has grown
up. From being a market disrupter, it is now
an accepted part of the real estate mix. It’s

also at the forefront of the
workplace-as-a-service
model, where workspace
blends with spaces to
meet, collaborate, dine
and socialise. Bringing
all these services into a
traditional space can be
costly and requires a lot of
maintenance. Serviced offices
are already fully equipped.
They also typically provide a higher
standard of service in terms of operation
and experience. The FM function is highly
sophisticated with all elements working
together seamlessly. Cleaning and
maintenance are more responsive, and
there is potential for IoT-enabled space
with sensors to monitor occupancy and
automatically adjust temperature, lighting
levels and air quality. The hospitality,
catering, front-of-house and concierge
services reflect those found in restaurants
and hotels. Effectiveness, efficiency and
wellbeing are at the heart of this model.
The FM sector can learn much from flexible
workspaces that can be applied to more
traditional premises, but it should also be
an option if an organisation is reviewing
a break clause or coming to the end of a
lease. It delivers on the growing demand for
shorter leases, highlighted by the recent MSCI
Lease Events Review, which states that the
proportion of leases shorter than five years
has increased to 42.1 per cent. Leases of
serviced offices are typically 12 months with
the option to expand and contract as needed.
What’s on offer is varied and becoming
more so. There are experienced operators
focused on the SME market, smaller ones
seeking to service a local area, and niche
players specialising in specific industries or
business types. Competition is intensifying
for grade A space in the top locations, where
flexible workspace operators are competing
with traditional landlords. Differentiation will
become important across the board, with
each operator having to develop a strong
identity and a clear offer so the choice is clear.
From busy co-working environments for
start-ups to more professional environments,

there is a great deal of choice and
functionality is critical, with sophisticated
and fully integrated facilities management.
(Landmark is the only UK operator owned by
an FM company, OCS Group.)
Client service is at the heart of the serviced
office offer. It is how operators attract and
retain businesses, especially as supply
and choice increase. Operators must be
responsive to occupier needs and ensure
their staff are equipped with the necessary
skills – ideally trained to Institute of
Customer Service standards.
The market is adopting more consumer
tools to highlight performance, a useful trend
that will provide clients with a benchmark
of what’s on offer. Such tools include Net
Promoter Scores, which measure the
willingness of customers to recommend
a company’s products or services and is a
gauge of overall satisfaction. It is used by
major retailers – Apple and Amazon score
highly with 72 and 62 respectively.
To sum up, serviced offices provide
businesses with the opportunity to provide
the amenities and environments that
attract and retain staff without the price
tag and operational responsibility. As 2019
unfolds there will be a greater emphasis on
differentiation and service delivery, providing
more choice for occupiers.
For in-house real estate and facilities
management teams, we believe this will
mean a strategic shift focused on driving
lease lengths down while benefiting from
the best space on the market. Many may find
themselves managing existing traditional
space alongside overseeing a mix of flexible,
serviced office accommodation, where
continuity of experience for staff and clients
will be the priority.
FEBRUARY 2019
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR
Poor uality air takes a signiﬁcant toll on both
the economy and people s health. But there is
an eﬀective remedy, says Mark Taylor of Camﬁl

A

ir pollution is the foremost environmental cause of early death,
contributing to the equivalent of five per cent of all fatalities around the
world. In the UK, long-term exposure to particulate air pollution has led to
the equivalent of 29,000 deaths a year.
In 2017, two of the main airborne pollutants – particulate matter and nitrogen
dioxide – cost the NHS and social care in England almost £43 million. And the total
healthcare cost of air pollution is expected to be £1.6 billion between 2017 and
2025 – enough to buy around 32 million respirator masks.
Decent air quality, on the other hand, can boost productivity in offices by 10
per cent and cut sickness absence by 39 per cent. Quite apart from the moral
imperative to look after people, these sorts of gains make good indoor air quality
(IAQ) a high priority for hard-pressed businesses looking to increase output and
reduce costs.
So, what can the facilities manager do to help improve the quality of the air
breathed by building occupants?
There is an inherent link between indoor and outdoor air quality, so preventing
bad air from entering the building in the first place should be the top priority. Filters
form a vital first line of defence against air pollution. As building envelopes have
become increasingly airtight because of the requirements of energy efficiency, so it
has become more practical to treat them as ‘safe havens’ from dirty outside air. Air
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filtration is integral to this because it can provide impressive air cleaning capabilities.
A well-sealed building envelope and effective filtration of the incoming air
supply can reduce particle penetration by 78 per cent. However, indoor air
contamination can be up to 10 times worse than outside air, partly because the
pollution is trapped, but also because additional pollutants are generated from
carpets, photocopiers and other interior sources.
The human body has natural defences against dirty air such as nasal hair and
mucus membranes, which trap larger particles as they are breathed in. However,
smaller particles can penetrate deep down into the finer structures of the lungs
and will pass from the lungs into the bloodstream, reaching critical organs. Metal
particles significantly smaller than one micron from diesel engines have been
discovered in the human brain, and have been linked to early onset dementia.

PEOPLE MATTER
Camfil has launched a campaign to help people understand the effect of ultrafine
particulate matter on their health. Called People Matter 1st, it is designed to
address the problem of poor air quality by raising awareness of the dangers and
proposing solutions, which include air filters to improve indoor air quality and
benefit health.
To provide a truly healthy and productive indoor air environment in areas
with particularly bad air pollution, ventilation systems need filters that are also
capable of removing PM1 particles – the smallest and most harmful particulates
which are one micrometre or smaller in diameter.
Air filters that effectively separate PM1 particles from incoming air not only
protect people from serious health problems, but also help sustain general
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Breath of life

Keith Chanter, CEO of EMCOR UK, discusses the
impact of poor ofﬁce environments, particularly
high CO2 levels, on worker performance

I

nstalling an office slide and pingpong table, replacing chairs with
beanbags and upgrading the coffee
machine are some of the more
widely reported methods that UK
businesses are using to encourage
their teams to be happier and more
productive at work. Of course, all
have value, in their own unique
ways, but businesses should also
look at more practical ways of
boosting productivity.
It is time for a fresh approach.
We all instinctively know that poor
office conditions lead to dissatisfied,
unproductive and unwell building
occupants. Until recently, the
correlation between the quality of
indoor environmental conditions
and worker productivity had only
been studied in the laboratory, not
in real-life working conditions. This
meant that the true effect of the
likes of noise, humidity, light and
carbon dioxide on British workers
had never been fully explored.
According to the latest Office
for National Statistics report,

measured between July and
September 2018, productivity only
increased by 0.2 per cent in the
UK compared to the year before.
Solving the productivity puzzle has
been a strategic goal of both public
and private sector organisations
for years, yet only now are
environmental factors coming
under the spotlight. Facilities
managers have an opportunity to
lead this discussion and highlight
just how important the interior
environment is to the overall
functionality of organisations.
Two years ago, a consortium
of partners, including an EMCOR
UK team and backed by the
government, embarked on the
first-ever practical study into UK
indoor office environments. Led
by academics at Oxford Brookes
University and LCMB Building
Performance, the study was
supported by Innovate UK – the
government agency tasked with
boosting innovation in the UK
economy. The study forms part

wellbeing and productivity by preventing bacteria and
viruses (which are often PM1 in size) from spreading
through the ventilation system.
Historically, there have been a number of air
filter testing standards. In the US ASHRAE 52.2 has
been dominant, and in Europe EN779 has been the
leading standard. In Asia, a combination of these
has been common, supplemented by an array of
local standards. Now a new standard – ISO 16980 –
represents a significant harmonisation of global air
filter testing and classification.
There are many benefits to ISO 16890. For example,
it is written into the standard that air filters will
improve IAQ and benefit human health. Filter
efficiency and the classification system relate to realworld air pollution, and the standard is applicable
globally, helping to eliminate confusion – particularly
in contracts spanning several countries.
Under ISO 16890, filter performance is measured
and recorded against three particle sizes – PM10,
PM2.5 and PM1. Once these measurements are
obtained, the filter can be placed into one of four
classifications – e (meaning efficiency) PM1-rated
filters; ePM2.5; ePM10 and, for low-performing filters,
there is a ‘coarse’ category.

of the Whole Life Performance
Plus (WLP+) project, which brings
together a consortium of experts
in building performance, property
development and facilities
management.
Workplaces taking part in the
study – including NATS (formerly
National Air Traffic Services) and
Kings College London – were tested
over two years, with internet
of things (IoT) enabled sensors
installed to monitor fluctuating CO2
levels. During this time employees
were sent numerical, proofreading
and Stroop tests via email up to
three times a day as part of the
study. A methodology was then
applied to calculate the impact of
CO2 and temperature on perceived
productivity in those workplaces.
With lower CO2 levels, employees’
test scores improved by up to 12 per
cent. In one of the buildings tested,
people worked 38 per cent faster
with reduced CO2 concentrations,
completing tests in a mean
time of 8.2 minutes compared
to 13.3 minutes with higher CO2
concentrations. Such conclusive
findings highlights the need for
employers to take the monitoring
and measurement of environmental
conditions seriously.
In most modern offices, the
opening of windows is highly

For air filter testing, there is a methodology for
loading a filter with artificial dust in the laboratory
so that you can see how the pressure drop
curve develops, giving an indication of energy
consumption and lifetime. Under the new ISO
standard, that test is now much more aligned
with the particle size suspended in the exterior
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controlled, meaning that the quality
of the indoor atmosphere is heavily
reliant on air conditioning. This
means, for example, when offices
are built or refurbished they are
often ‘sealed’ and air conditioned
as standard. Even if buildings meet
ventilation standards, this doesn’t
mean that high CO2 levels are being
effectively detected and reduced.
Higher CO2 often leads to offices
feeling stuffy, which can mistakenly
be put down to high temperatures.
This in turn leads to more cooling
via aircon systems, consuming extra
energy and increasing greenhouse
gas emissions.
But while cooling may mean
the office feels fresher, it doesn’t
lower the CO2 level. For example,
meeting rooms, which are often
sealed and occupied for prolonged
periods, can be allowed to reach
up to 3000ppm CO2 – affecting
concentration and productivity.
Yet CO2 levels are not recorded
with enough granularity by
traditional building management
systems to evaluate the effect on
occupants. For FMs responsible
for indoor conditions, this gives
new meaning to ‘breathing life into
buildings’; optimising CO2 levels
should be integral to creating
healthy and productive workplace
environments.

atmosphere in big cities.
A clean, healthy environment benefits people,
the economy and the bottom line. As well as being
vital for people’s health and the environment,
it is also essential for making sure our cities are
welcoming places for people to live and work now
and in the future.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
 In 2018, a Clean Air Bill was introduced in the House of Lords by Baroness Jenny Jones, a Green Party
peer. Drafted in collaboration with Clean Air London, the bill aims to enshrine the right to breathe
clean air into UK law. If passed, the bill – which covers both outdoor and indoor air pollution – will
enable people and communities to defend their right to clean air in the courts, forcing councils,
corporations and government bodies to take air quality seriously.
 ISO 16890 is the new global air filtration standard that allows filters to be categorised on the basis of
how efficiently they perform against PM10, PM2.5 and PM1 particle sizes.
 ISO 10121-2 is the molecular filter test standard. It aims to provide an objective way to estimate the
performance of any full-size gas filtration device for general filtration. ISO 10121 prescribes methods,
test equipment, data interpretation and reporting for gas-phase air cleaning devices intended for the
removal of gas-phase contamination from air in general ventilation applications.
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STUART TURNER DELIVERS QUALITY IN NEW
INNOVATIVE PRESSURISATION UNIT RANGE

ENERGY-EFFICIENT CLEAN AIR BEYOND THE
LABORATORY

Trusted manufacturer of high quality
pumps and water boosting systems
Stuart Turner has launched its own
range of digital pressurisation units.
Adding to the brand’s growing
portfolio, the Stuart Pressurisation
Unit (SPU) range offers a unique
monocoque design and advanced
controls, representing the next
generation of digital systems, at
mechanical system prices.
Designed and engineered by
Stuart Turner, the SPU range offers
automatic filling and pressure
maintenance solutions for sealed heating and chiller systems, available in
varying sizes to suit all application needs.
Stuart SPU units are available with one (duty), or two (duty-standby) premium
quality, continuously rated pumps featuring brass pump heads and impellers.
The units are designed to be easy to install and commission, capable of filling a
system from new before monitoring and maintaining the design fill pressure.
The SPU range is comprised of three different models – the Mini, the Midi and
the Maxi.
BS EN 60335 and CE compliant, with built in safety in low voltage control,
as well as multiple Volt-free contacts and BMS connectivity to external alarms
and systems, the entire range offers quality and performance for both new and
retrofit applications – with a two year guarantee on all units.

One of the world’s leading specialists in the manufacture of energy-efficient
electronic laboratory airflow controls and monitors has launched a range of
variable and constant airflow volume (VAV and CAV) terminals for the wider
market, enabling the sustainable generation of clean air in any building space.
Temperature Electronics Ltd’s (TEL’s) range of terminals and attenuators
are suitable for any laboratory or commercial application and allow users to
effectively control the distribution of air into any building space or room.
The energy-efficient rectangular VAV RVP-P terminal and the circular VAV
RVP-C terminal enable
precision control of the
amount of air entering
a room. They can be
supplied with a variety
of control options for
different applications
and are ideally suited for
use with TEL’s AFA5000
Room Space Controller.
Mechanical CAV
terminal units are used
for maintaining a constant volume of extract and supply air. The rectangular CAV
VRRK terminal ensures a constant volume of supply air of up to 10,000m3/hr
into a room, while the circular CAV VRK terminal is maintenance free and with a
range of between 75 to 1,650m3/hr. Both are available in a range of sizes and are
adjustable in the field over a set volume range in order to meet users’ specific air
supply and extraction requirements.

 www.stuart-turner.co.uk

 www.tel-uk.com
 sales@tel-uk.com

THE PERFECT JACKET AND TROUSER
COMBINATION FOR WINTER FROM SNICKERS WORKWEAR
Stretch-comfort Work Trousers
and Hi-Tech 37.5 Work Jackets for
optimum weather-protection on site.
Snickers Workwear is continually
improving its working clothes with
superb new stretch Work Trousers
and Hi-Tech Jackets.
With great fit and superb value
for money, the brand new comfort
fabrics woven into Snickers’ newest
street-smart Work Trousers deliver
enhanced freedom of movement as
well as improved comfort and close
quarter mobility.
They’re perfectly complimented
by the new, Hi-tech range of
AllroundWork and FlexiWork jackets.
They include 37.5 fabric technology
garments for superb working comfort as well as others that are 100% waterproof,
plus Hi-Vis working clothes for tradesmen and women that deliver maximum
warmth, dryness and visibility when you need it most.
These jackets and trousers are the perfect combination - whatever the
working environment or weather condition – so check out what’s best for you at
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk
 www.snickersworkwear.com
 01484 854788
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FORBO’S TESSERA NEXUS: CONNECT.
COMMUNICATE. COLLABORATE
Drawing on the close relationship between
office layout and employee interaction,
Forbo Flooring Systems has launched a new
carpet tile collection that reflects the trend
towards connectivity: Tessera Nexus.
With growing interest in the way
physical spaces influence workers’ ability
to collaborate, office design is increasingly
emphasising informal environments that
encourage effective communication. Product
development has followed suit and the new
Tessera Nexus collection has been conceived
as a flexible tool to help unite multi-purpose
spaces into one interconnected whole.
Featuring a subtle linear base overlaid
with a soft kinetic silhouette, Tessera Nexus
is a refreshing alternative to the organic styling which currently dominates the
carpet tile market – which, in itself, reflects the changing focus of the workplace.
Drawing together simple colours, elements and tones, the collection gives
designers the freedom to create connections across the interior – subtly linking
spaces for quiet reflection or group collaboration.
The tile’s striking graphic design is picked out using the metallic Invista Antron
Lumena carpet fibre from the ‘Reflect’ palette, which stresses the importance
of light and how it interacts within spaces. This luxury sheen and modern, fluid
texture delivers a softer, less corporate aesthetic, which blurs the boundaries of
formal and informal design even further.
 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tesseranexus
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SMELLY WASHROOMS

COST CONTRACTS
There are many barriers to effectively keeping washrooms clean and
fresh-smelling.
No matter how regular the cleaning schedule, airborne bacteria quickly builds
up in enclosed spaces and the resulting growth can cause stubborn smells that
are extremely difficult to eliminate. Often the result is that cleaning staff are
blamed, accused of not doing a thorough job when in actual fact the building
itself can be contributing to persistent bad odours. Poor building maintenance
means hard to reach areas such as cracks in silicon and tiles can become
hot spots for bacteria. These then create pockets of bad odour that are very
difficult to clean so the smell lingers. The blame gets placed on cleaning staff,
resulting in the cleaning company’s contract being put in jeopardy, when the
maintenance of the building is beyond their control.
When persistent bad odours linger, many try to mask them with fragrances or
sprays – but this is obvious to many and bad odours have a way of permeating
the air or combining with the artificial scent to make the room even more
unpleasant to be in.
AirSteril’s solution to all of this is their air purifying hygiene units, which
eliminate airborne bacteria by disrupting their DNA with ultraviolet light.
AirSteril disinfects and sanitises the air, along with all exposed surfaces 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Unfortunately, another burden of
cleaning companies is rising staff costs. Since many contracts began, National
living wage has increased, alongside pension costs, putting considerable
extra strain on these businesses. When all of the surfaces are sanitised 24/7
by AirSteril technology you can reduce your cleaning cycles confident in the
knowledge that washroom hygiene won’t be compromised.
Independent laboratory tests have proven that within five minutes of exposure
AirSteril eliminated up to 98.11% of airborne bacteria and viruses. Within one
hour up to 59.47% of surface bacteria and viruses, including MRSA, were also
eliminated. (Full Health Protection Agency Laboratory Report available upon
request.)

AirSteril don’t just promise odour
elimination, they guarantee it or
your money back.*

The odour elimination and hygiene lifting
properties of AirSteril reduces the number of
times you need to clean a washroom.

AirSteril experts at your service – Free! Site survey and quotation service
without any obligation from representatives who are technical experts.
* Conditions apply

 www.airsteril.co.uk

 +44 (0) 845 372 1922

 info@airsteril.co.uk
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MOTORWAY INCLUSION ARRIVES AT
GLOUCESTER SERVICES SOUTHBOUND
The UK’s only
major independent
motorway services
operator has further
enhanced its
quality offering for
customers by adding
a state-of-the-art
disabled toilet
facility.
Gloucester Services
has opened a Changing Places assisted accessible toilet, on the southbound
side of its site on the M5 motorway. It represents the second such facility
provided by the operator and reinforces the ‘five star’ rating the site already has
from VisitEngland.
Supplied and installed by the UK’s leading provider of accessible toilet
solutions, Closomat, the new facility offers more space, and additional
equipment (eg a ceiling track hoist, height adjustable washbasin, height
adjustable changing bench) to enable people who need support to go to the
toilet with dignity when away from home.
Currently only about 20 motorway services offer Changing Places facilities,
but the number is increasing, with the specialist toilet facilities now available
up and down, and across the UK. Closomat is the major provider, having
completed projects for Roadchef, MOTO and Cornwall Services in addition to
Westmorland on the motorway network, and beyond, for names such as IKEA,
JD Wetherspoon, Alton Towers, Legoland.
 www.clos-o-mat.com

 0161 969 1199

UHF COMBI CARD ENSURES COMPATIBILITY
AND SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING
ACCESS CONTROL APPLICATIONS
Used for both people and vehicle access, the UHF ISO Combi Card offered
by Nortech is a card with a long range UHF tag and proximity or smartcard
technology.
Designed for use with the uPASS range, the card’s features ensure that only
one card is required for both vehicle and building access applications.
Based on passive UHF technology, the UHF Combi Card by Nedap is
identified up to 10 metres with the uPASS
Target, five metres with the uPASS Reach
or two metres with the uPASS Access.
The card does not contain a battery
making it maintenance free, and typical
applications include parking areas in
combination with building access at
gated communities, universities and offices.
The UHF Combi Card combines UHF technology with proximity or
smartcard technology that is used for building access. This combination
ensures compatibility and seamless integration with existing access control
applications. The UHF Combi Card supports several technologies, these are
UHF - Mifare, UHF - Mifare Desfire, UHF - Legic, UHF - EM, UHF - HID prox and
UHF - HID iClass.
The UHF Combi Card is featured with special security protection to provide
data integrity and prevent copying.
The UHF ISO Card is a long-range identification tag that only uses UHF
technology for vehicle or people access control.
 www.nortechcontrol.com
 sales@nortechcontrol.com

FORBO’S NEW MARMOLEUM MARBLED
COLLECTION INSPIRED BY MOTHER NATURE’S
COLOUR PALETTE

HANDS-ON ENGINEERING AND ESTATES & FM
TRAINING FOR ALL SECTORS

Inspired by the breath-taking colours and
textures found within natural landscapes,
Forbo Flooring Systems has re-launched
its Marmoleum Marbled collection. With
an independent Environmental Product
Declaration confirming carbon neutral
status in the production phase, Marmoleum
(2.5mm) helps to minimise the embodied
carbon of a building – with this latest
collection designed to help users feel at one with nature.
Consisting of five organic structures, two of which have been newly
developed, the collection represents a walk through nature: Fresco has a soft
marbled structure, which is available in subtly blended tone-on-tone shades
that form a delicate aesthetic, such as a lavender lilac, to exciting bright and
trend led shades, like lemon zest and ruby; Real is Forbo’s classic blend that
comprises warm neutrals and calm greys; while Vivace is the liveliest blend,
manufactured from six to eight colours. The differentiated elements combine to
create a chameleon-like product, that adapts to a multitude of interiors.
New design blends include Terra, a tight and highly contrasting small-scaled
marbled structure inspired by igneous rocks, and Splash, which from a distance
appears light grey with a slight nuance in tone, yet up close it is an overall light
grey with the flecks of colours peeking though.
Marmoleum is manufactured from 94 - 98% natural raw materials making it
one of the most sustainable floor coverings available.
 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/marmoleummarbled

Although traditionally delivering training to the NHS, the stringent and
exceptional requirements for healthcare enables Eastwood Park to deliver and
adapt training for all sectors.
Its large portfolio of courses is regularly updated to reflect new technologies,
changing guidelines and standards and includes high & low voltage, mechanical,
water hygiene and lift servicing & safety courses.
Eastwood Park prides itself on its practical training, which takes place in
comprehensively equipped training laboratories. These include a purpose built
high voltage training centre, with facilities to mimic a small-scale estates site, an
LV switch room, the only ‘live’ MGPS outside a hospital environment and one of
the few lift safety training towers in the country. Courses work to HSE legislation
and commercial safety rules and procedures.

 eastwoodparktraining.co.uk
 training@eastwoodpark.co.uk
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ADVANCED PANELS RECOGNISED WITH FM
APPROVALS DIAMOND MARK
Axis EN and MxPro 5 fire panels from global
systems leader, Advanced, have been certified by
FM Approvals to the EN 54 standard, becoming
the first UK-manufactured fire alarm control
panels to attain this accreditation
The FM APPROVED diamond is one of the most
prestigious certification marks in the world. It
is issued by FM Approvals, a member of the FM
Global Group, for products that adhere to the
highest property conservation standards in quality,
technical integrity and performance. It is a mark
of quality and performance that is relevant for any
engineer, specifier or building owner wishing to
install fire systems that meet the highest property
conservation standards.
Advanced’s products lead the market in
performance, quality and ease-of-use and the
company has been at the forefront of standards
leadership for decades across many of the 80
countries it operates in. As well as holding FM
Approval for EN54 Parts 2 & 4, the Axis EN and MxPro
5 fire panels were among the first to obtain EN54
Part 13 from VdS. The FM Approval of Advanced’s fire

panels also included an inspection of Advanced’s
manufacturing sites as it moves into its state-of-theart HQ in Newcastle in the North East of England.
The MxPro 5 and Axis EN labels and branding are
being updated with the FM certification in early
2019.
John Newton, Head of Products at Advanced, said:
“Receiving FM Approval for our Axis EN and MxPro
5 fire panels is a proud moment for everyone at
Advanced and is significant for all of our customers

 www.advancedco.com

and partners. It further differentiates Advanced as
a business that has achieved high standards in fire
systems quality, technical integrity and performance
globally. That difference is significant, and it means
that companies across the UK, Europe, the Middle
East and Africa now have access to our industryleading range of MxPro 5 and Axis EN products.”

 +44 (0)1670 707 111

RAISING THE BAR ON OVERHEAD DAMAGE PREVENTION
Workplace safety innovators, A-SAFE, are pushing
impact aversion solutions to new heights of
technological sophistication.
This newest addition to the A-SAFE range protects
low hanging infrastructure in environments where
high-level vehicles such as forklift trucks are in
operation. It is used to safeguard doorframes,
loading docks, infrastructure and overhead
walkways, as well as key safety assets such as
sprinkler systems and ventilation pipes. The
appropriately named Alarm Bar marries a significant
audible alarm with bright red flashing lights to
ensure that it is virtually impossible to ignore its
warning.
Patented sensor technology mitigates the risk
of nuisance tripping “A common problem our
customers encounter with alert systems across
their facilities is false alarms. This can be caused by
day-to-day traffic movement of heavy vehicles and
operation of machinery; as well as wind currents.
To solve this our electronics engineers developed
a powerful new type of electronics technology,
never before applied to the safety industry” explains
A-SAFE’s Head of Technologies.
The product has the customers’ needs at its
heart. It is quick and easy to install and fully
height adjustable thanks to heavy duty wires and

managers to concentrate on the job at hand, safe in
the knowledge the technology is doing what it can
to safeguard the business assets both in terms of
people and property.
As the inventors of the world’s first industrial
strength polymer safety barrier, A-SAFE’s aim across
its entire range is to give each customer the tools to
create a safer, best practice working environment.
“One installed, drivers become more aware of
risks, changing behaviours and avoiding incidents
before they occur. This gives immediate collision
prevention with long-term safety gains” adds
A-SAFE’s Head of Technologies.

adjustable gripple hooks. Its use of battery power
also means it can be positioned anywhere on site
– with no need to rely on access to a power source.
Achieving a two-year battery life, maintenance is
kept to a minimum and the plug-and-play battery
adaptor makes replacing the batteries a simple
task. Thanks to the self-coloured and UV-stabilised
polymer composition exclusive to A-SAFE, high
visibility is maintained and its inbuilt strength and
durability further supports the “fit and forget”
solution. This enables warehouse and factory

 www.asafe.com
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EASTWOOD PARK TRAINING MARKS ITS 50TH YEAR
As we all settle into another new year, for
training provider Eastwood Park, 2019 will
be more significant than most. The longestablished engineering and estates & facilities
management training business is celebrating
50 years of technical and estates training
delivery.
On its private 200-acre estate featuring
specialist practical learning facilities and
residential accommodation, Eastwood Park
has hosted trainee engineers, managers and
directors in their formative years, many of
whom are now working in healthcare services
all over the world. The stringent and exceptional
requirements for healthcare have also been
adapted for commercial sectors. So, from routes
that firmly began in healthcare Eastwood Park is
today delivering its courses to organisations in all
sectors worldwide.
Each year, new courses are introduced and in
2019 Eastwood Park is launching an enhanced
fire portfolio, plus new water compliance and
health and safety courses to its latest training
calendar. Its new 2019/2020 course calendar
features scheduled training through to March
2020 and is now available on request.

In addition, the centre is currently undergoing
a transformation, with the construction of
a new purpose-built training centre, and an
on-going refurbishment of the main residential
accommodation.
John Thatcher, Eastwood Park's CEO is
looking forward to the future: “We are delighted
to be marking our 50th year with 12-months
of significant change and development to
continually improve the expert training
we deliver. We have exciting times ahead
and it's my pleasure to be involved in this
transformation during Eastwood Park's 50th
anniversary year.”
To see how Eastwood Park will be celebrating
during
2019, keep
an eye on
the website
or sign up
to receive
training
and news
updates,
also on the
website.

 www.eastwoodparktraining.co.uk

CAN GATHERING DATA REALLY SAVE LIVES?
The modern emergency lighting scheme is becoming intelligent.
Since the tragic events of June 2017, which saw
72 people lose their lives in the fire that engulfed
Grenfell Tower in West London, the area surrounding
building safety and compliance is now, more than
ever before, at the forefront of people’s minds.
Although not defined as a public or commercial
premise, the 24-storey residential tower block
contained many communal areas such as escape routes, assembly points and
walkways which would have required a building risk assessment to help ensure
the safety of the occupants and minimise the risk of fire. Amongst other things,
the risk assessment would have defined the need for evacuation aids such
as the provision of a fire prevention system, sprinkler system and emergency
lighting.
Compliance and emergency lighting: There are a number of health and safety
and construction directives together with legislative material which is published
to ensure the health and safety of building occupants. In the area of fire safety,
the government’s fire regulatory reform order applies, and it is this order that
specifies the need for the initial risk assessment.
The risk assessment: Before embarking on the design, a full risk assessment
must be undertaken to determine the areas in the building which have a
requirement for emergency lighting. This will include escape routes, open areas,
points of emphasis such as locations of essential fire safety equipment and any
areas deemed as high-risk task. Communal areas within residential properties
may only form perhaps 10% of the core area but must still be covered by a full
risk assessment, carried out by a qualified, responsible person.
 www.mackwell.com
 01922 742145
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THE NEW C.K MAGMA PRO TOOL CASE PLUS –
A PLACE FOR EVERY TOOL AND EVERY TOOL IN
ITS PLACE!
Following the success
of its range of premium
storage tool cases,
Carl Kammerling
International is
enhancing its range with
the new C.K Magma
Pro Tool Case Plus
(MA2640), the ultimate
bag to organise and
protect tradesmen’s
tools. Regularly working
with tradesmen gives C.K Magma valuable insight into what works best. As a
result, the C.K Magma Pro Tool Case Plus provides the latest vertical tool storage
facility, which not only offers perfect organisation within the tool bag, with a
place for every tool, but also helps prevent any tools being lost, which can be
extremely costly.
The C.K Magma Pro Tool Case Plus offers a range of fantastic features and
benefits, designed to make every tradesman’s job that much easier. For example,
this innovative tool case features over 60 vertical storage pockets and holders,
offering easy access and the best organisation of valuable tools.
Tradesmen looking to invest in the best bag designed to organise and protect
their tools, need look no further than the new C.K Magma Pro Tool Case Plus
(RRP £82.45 ex VAT).
 www.carlkammerling.com
 01758 704704
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RESTORATION WITHOUT THE DRAMA
- THOMANN-HANRY REVIVE THREE OF
LONDON’S MOST ICONIC THEATRES

Wyndham’s, the Gielgud and the Prince of
Wales… three evocative names, synonymous
with the glamour and prestige of London’s
theatreland, have all recently been restored to
their former glories by Thomann-Hanry. Using
their patented façade gommage technique, the
company wound the clock back over a century
at each of these iconic buildings, revealing their
glorious frontages as they first appeared.
Today, all three theatres are owned and run by
Delfont Mackintosh Theatres. Impressed by the
spectacular results achieved by Thomann-Hanry
at other landmarks such as The Bank of England,
The Ritz - and more than 30 Listed Buildings in
St James’s borough alone – Delfont Mackintosh

 thomann-hanry.co.uk

appointed Thomann-Hanry to stage similar revivals
at their theatrical landmarks.
Echoing the magic of miraculous scene changes
between acts, each façade clean was completed
with no scaffolding, minimal disruption
and, at around a week in each case,
in next to no time. Carried out from a
boom-mounted cabin, this unique process
projects fine particles under compressed
air across the building’s surface, gently
erasing decades of accumulated grime.
Underscoring the system’s impeccable
environmental credentials, powder / dirt
cleaning residues are then efficiently
filtered, collected and recycled.
Occupying
a landmark
corner location in
Coventry Street, Leicester
Square, the Prince of Wales
is actually the oldest of
the three theatres, with
origins dating back to 1884.
However, the current Grade
II Listed structure was built
in the 1930s, designed by
renowned cinema and
theatre architect Robert
Cromie in classic art deco
style. The recent façade

 +44 (0) 20 8453 1494

clean, stone restoration and decoration project
carried out by Thomann-Hanry is the first major
restoration work since a £7.5 million refurbishment
in 2003. In just six days, some 1,003 square metres
of reconditioned stone, render and Portland Stone
across two elevations were gently revived and
revealed in their original splendour.
Designed by prolific theatre architect WGR
Sprague, Wyndham’s first opened on 16th
November 1899. Situated on Charing Cross Road,
this magnificent Grade II* Listed building was built
in Modern Renaissance style, with an imposing
free classical Portland Stone frontage. Inside, the
auditorium was constructed on four levels and
decorated in Louis XVI style. Other than a restoration
of its stunning ceiling in the 1970s, much of the
auditorium has been carefully preserved as it was
first built, making it an outstanding exemplar of
Victorian architecture and design. Cleaning three
elevations in just eight days, Thomann-Hanry have
ensured that the elevations of this fine building do
justice to its spectacular historical interior.
Located on Shaftesbury Avenue and with 986
seats on three levels, the Gielgud is another WGR
Sprague masterpiece. Having opened as the Hicks
Theatre in 1906, it was renamed the Globe Theatre
in 1909, changing again to its current name in 1994

in honour of Sir John Gielgud, a legendary English
actor whose extraordinary career spanned eight
decades. First refurbished in 1987, the theatre last
underwent an extensive renovation in 2007, when
the exterior was clad in scaffolding for months.
In stark contrast, the recent cleaning works by
Thomann-Hanry were completed - scaffold-free
- in just eight days, with two elevations and some
1,086 square metres of Portland Stone restored to
their pristine original state with minimal disruption
to theatre goers and passers-by in the heart of
London’s bustling theatreland.

 info@thomann-hanry.co.uk
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ALTRO ENSEMBLE HITS PERFECT NOTE
FOR MUSIC STORE
Altro Ensemble luxury vinyl tiles have been used in hi-fi and home cinema
specialist Fidelity Acker &
Buck’s flagship Hamburg store.
For the 1,000m2 of floor
space for the studios on two
floors, the designer Roman
Mundhenk of WildWalls
recommended Altro Ensemble
modular flooring system,
which offers 15dB sound
reduction, to Fidelity. The
premium floor combines the
functional requirements of the
studios with their aesthetic and high-quality atmosphere.
Fidelity took several months to design and implement the studios, which
included testing Altro Ensemble at the studio. This showed its 15dB sound
reduction meets the requirement for a noise-reducing environment. The highquality flooring was also selected as it is extremely hard-wearing and durable,
while being easy to clean.
Altro Ensemble modular flooring system is the next generation of luxury
vinyl tiles that combines design possibilities for creating stunning effects,
superior function and durability, and ease of installation. The low-reflective
surfaces, good acoustic properties with 15dB reduction in impact noise,
sound transmission, and 2.6mm thickness with added comfort underfoot and
durability, make it perfect for reception and general circulation and living areas
as well as student accommodation and dining areas in restaurants and cafés.

GENESIS BIOSCIENCES APPOINTS
ADMIRAL CLEANING SUPPLIES AS SOLE UK
DISTRIBUTOR
Global microbial and anti-microbial product developer, Genesis Biosciences,
has appointed Admiral Cleaning Supplies as the sole UK distributor for its
professional probiotic
cleaning range, Evogen
Professional.
The partnership will see
Admiral offer the specialist,
environmentally-responsible
cleaning solutions to the UK
HoReCa (hotels, restaurants
and cafés), Soft FM and
cleaning markets.
Emma Saunders,
General Manager at Genesis
Biosciences, said: “The deal
with Admiral opens an exciting new chapter in Genesis’ history. We have invested
millions of pounds and thousands of man hours researching, developing and
validating the superior Evogen Professional range and are now in a position to
make it easily available to the HoReCa and cleaning markets on a national scale.”
Andy Bottrill, Managing Director of Admiral Cleaning Supplies, said: “At
Admiral we have a reputation for bringing innovation into our client portfolio and
as a responsible supplier in the UK this is normally centred around productivity,
effectiveness of product and environmental credentials. The Evogen Professional
range ticks the box in all three areas.”

 www.altro.co.uk

 www.genesisbiosciences.co.uk

ABLE CANOPIES CREATES BESPOKE SHELTER
FOR UNIVERSITY TRANSPORT HUB

NEW INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE WALES
TO BE AIR CONDITIONED WITH CARRIER 30KAV
VISION CHILLERS

As part of a £5 million infrastructure development for Bournemouth University,
a new bus hub has been built to offer bus passengers a high-quality purposebuilt facility for their journeys to and from the Talbot campus. Together with
Atkins architects, Able Canopies designed and erected two bespoke canopies
providing shelter for the hub and incorporating transparent photovoltaic glass
technology into an attractive, practical and modern design.
Able Canopies’ successful Dual-Pitch free standing Kensington was the ideal
solution. Two Kensington canopies were created, measuring approximately
22m by 5m each, from a powder
coated and hot dip galvanised steel
frame and 10mm thick toughened
glass panels, alongside the solar
glass inserts. With its robust steel
frame, the structure is able to
withstand all weather conditions.
The Kensington system is able
to withstand wind downforce of
0.46kN/sqm and a uniform snow
load of 0.6kN/sqm.
The canopies’ unique styling provides a strong aesthetic statement with
an incline from 3m in height in the middle of the hub to 4m at the hub’s ends.
Bespoke rounded glass end panels were also fitted to each end of the hub to
create a stylish finish. Having previously used the Kensington on installations
where solar power was required, the Able Canopies team knew that solar
integration would be possible, as requested by the Bournemouth University
specification.
 www.ablecanopies.co.uk/canopies/

Carrier's award-winning
high efficiency AquaForce
Vision 30KAV chiller has
been chosen to provide
high quality air conditioning
for the new International
Convention Centre Wales (ICC
Wales). Carrier, a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and
refrigeration solutions, is a part of Carrier, a leading global provider of innovative
HVAC, refrigeration, fire, security and building automation technologies.
Located at the prestigious Celtic Manor Resort, host of the Ryder Cup and
recent NATO Summit, the ICC Wales project is an £83.7m joint venture between
the resort’s owners and the Welsh Government. The new venue, which opens
in 2019, will accommodate 5,000 delegates and includes a 4,000sqm pillar-free
main hall, a 1,500 seated auditorium, 12 flexible meeting rooms, a double-height
glass atrium and a 2,500sqm plaza for outdoor events.
Two Carrier 30KAV chillers equipped with Greenspeed Intelligence inverterdriven screw compressors have been selected to air condition the new facility,
each delivering 791kW of cooling. The innovative technology recently won the Air
Conditioning Product of the Year 2018 in the UK's Cooling Industry Awards, due
to its energy efficiency and excellent environmental credentials.
The chillers are being deployed in a duty share configuration, with each
chiller sized for 58% of the diversified load to provide outstanding resilience and
continuity of cooling at all times.
 www.carrier.com
 @CarrierGreen
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WHY COFFEE WITH COLLEAGUES COULD

BE THE KEY TO BUSINESS SUCCESS
and that all important sense of team.
Our research shows 80 per cent of workers say
taking coffee breaks with colleagues brings them
closer. Half of respondents also said getting away
from their desk helped them to be creative in the
workplace. And, we all like to feel special – in our
survey we asked employees how they felt when
a colleague offered to make them a drink. The
overwhelming feeling was ‘happy’ followed by
‘valued’ and ‘part of a team’.

Here are the top five ways employees in the UK say
taking a break improves their day:

 A chance to recharge and re-energise
 An opportunity to bond with colleagues
 A time to refocus
 A time to think
 A moment that makes them feel happier
Steve Norris, Sales Director and Workplace
Channel Lead at Nestlé Professional shares why
teamwork is so important and why taking a
break with colleagues makes sense.
When it comes to being at work, 92 per cent
of employees say positive workforce experiences
matter more than anything else to them. As part
of the Nestlé Professional ‘Make Work Work’
report we spoke to 2,000 employees and
managers across the UK to establish the
importance of the ‘team’ within their company. We
discovered nine in 10 managers believe a sense
of team is important to the success of a business
and can help to boost employee morale. The same
proportion said feeling part of a team is important

to employee happiness.
With increasing uncertainty in workplaces due
to Brexit and staff turnover rates in UK businesses
reaching new highs, ensuring workers feel valued,
happy and committed to a business remains
more prescient than ever. Our research reveals
that two thirds of workers would stay in a job
longer because of their great colleagues. And, that
sense of belonging is absolutely key to workplace
productivity; six in 10 employees say they work
harder when they feel part of a team.
Why teams need to get together more
While businesses acknowledge the importance of
teamwork, 80 per cent of managers also say they
think it would benefit employee effectiveness if
there were more opportunities for them to get
together as a team. Encouraging employees to
work together is seen as one of the best ways to get
the most out of a team, yet over half of managers
say it’s difficult to get the whole team together.
It’s with this in mind that Nestlé Professional
has launched the new NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto
Majesto coffee machine. With up to 40 different
drinks choices, it has a drink for every member
of the team. It’s the perfect reason for getting the
team together over a personalised, quality and
convenient coffee.
Why taking a break brings you closer
Employees also acknowledge the importance of
getting together to help strengthen relationships

The all new NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto Majesto
coffee machine
The Nestlé Professional ‘Make Work Work’ report
recognises the importance of taking a break to
help strengthen office relationships and employee
effectiveness. It’s with this in mind that we are
launching the NESCAFÉ Dolce Gusto Majesto coffee
machine – designed to bring teams together it
offers a variety of drinks for all preferences.
Ninety per cent of managers recognise the
importance of catering to a diverse range of
personalities in the workplace for business success.
With over 40 different drinks to choose from, the
Majesto offers a coffee to suit everyone and enables
the whole team to connect over a personalised,
quality and convenient coffee.
Building on the notion that the best work
happens when we consider different opinions,
Nestlé Professional appreciates that workers also
have different ideas as to what makes a great
coffee. Bringing coffee shop-style favourites into
the workplace – from frothy lattes to smooth
americanos – there is a taste for everyone. As our
research proves it has never been harder to get
the team together, even if you’re a small business.
Expertly crafted for the workplace, with the Majesto
Expertly crafted for the workplace, with the Majesto
you’re one step closer to really making work work.
Download the ‘Make Work Work’ report to
find out plenty more reasons why team working
is the key to business success http://www.
nestleprofessional.co.uk/makeworkwork/report

 www.nestleprofessional.co.uk/makeworkwork/report
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EXPECTED WINTER WHITEOUT MEANS
AUTOS SHOULD BE CHECKED
automatic doors are no longer working
properly.
GEZE UK’s Service Director Steve
Marshall says that ensuring doors are
properly maintained and working
correctly will help reduce heat loss,
reduce the chances of water ingress –
minimising the chance of slips or trips
– and reduce carbon footprint and C02
levels into the building.
He advises estate and facilities
managers to put in place weekly checks
to ensure that doors open and close
with maximum efficiency.

Carrying out weekly checks on automatic doors
in the run-up to the UK’s envisaged “worst
winter in 70 years” is being urged by experts
from GEZE UK.
Weather forecasters are predicting that a polar
cold snap could bring the longest whiteout Britain
has seen since the 1950s – not the time to find that

He recommends a ‘10-point plan’ to
keep doors in tip top condition. This includes:

 Visually inspecting the operation of the door
and ensuring that it opens and closes in a 20-25
second cycle time depending on the application.
 Ensuring that the door is brought to a full close
and if required engage with any locking systems.
 Making sure that sensors are clean and free from
damage.
 Testing of any push button activation devices to
ensure door opens and closes efficiently.
 Inspect for any loose or damaged drive arms
which should be reported immediately.
 Visually inspect the door for any damage
including breakages to glass and report
immediately.

 Making sure that any operator running tracks or
the path of travel that a door follows is clear of
debris including snow and grit.

 Listen to the operation of the door any unusual
‘metal on metal’ scraping which may indicate
a problem that will result in failure of the door
later. Again, this should be reported immediately.

 Checking brush strips or sealing strips are
present and in good condition.

 Visually inspect the door and identify if there is
any scraping of the door directly on the floor.

 www.geze.co.uk

 01543 443000

SEAWARD OFFERS FREE PAT WEBINARS
AN ELECTRICAL testing expert is offering
electricians and those working in the industry
the chance to gain in-depth knowledge about the
latest advances in PAT testing thanks to a series
of free webinars.
As a leading manufacturer of electrical testing
equipment, Seaward hopes the new webinars will
give people the chance to widen their knowledge of
PAT testing and keep up with industry standards – as
well as providing hints and tips for those who are
new to the electrical safety tests.
Portable appliance tests (PAT) are quick and
simple checks performed on electrical appliances.
Employers are legally required to ensure any
electrical equipment they provide to staff is
maintained in a safe condition – and PAT tests are
the simplest way to do this.
The on-demand sessions cover topics such as
legal requirements, industry guidance and common
practice, how to
perform PAT risk
assessments, how
to run an efficient
PAT system and how
to improve safety

standards – and
new ones are added
regularly.
Kevin Smith,
Category Manager for
Seaward’s test and
measurement range,
said: “We believe
our customer care
is second to none
and this is just one
of the ways we can
help those working in
the electrical testing
industry.
“From helping them
choose the right tester
to offering specific
training for topics such
as fixed appliance
testing, our webinars are
ultimately about sharing our knowledge to keep
people safe – a responsibility we take very seriously.
“We regularly update our PAT equipment and it is
important that we give our customers the chance

 www.seaward.co.uk/fmj
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to keep up to date with the latest technology, such
as the Apollo series of PAT testers and PATguard 3
software.”
To sign up visit www.seaward.co.uk/fmj
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PUTTING THE BUZZ BACK INTO BINGO
Delivering a rebranding strategy across a
number of locations to a tight timescale is no
mean feat. Nevertheless, Bagnalls delivered
100% on its commitment to redecorate over 30
Bingo clubs as part of a rebrand for Buzz Bingo.
Bagnalls is a specialist painting and decorating
contractor and its Special Projects division
managed the redecoration of more than thirty
clubs across the Southern region, with the support
of the local Bagnalls branches.
With such a varied estate the process had to
planned to perfection and a bespoke redecoration
scheme developed for every club. The team at
Buzz Bingo provided clear instructions for each
individual site from Plymouth to Colchester. All
customer facing areas including, the lobby, bingo
sales area and bingo hall were highlighted for
redecoration with a contemporary colour palette of
dusky pinks and greys.
To meet the exacting timescales, the Special
Projects division:
 Centrally coordinated the work across Bagnalls
network of branches.
 Ensured that hand-picked teams of directly
employed painters were assigned to each of the
clubs in their area.
 Made sure that the site foreman met with the
local club manager daily to reassure them of
the works completed to date and that all work
areas were free of hazards at the end of each
working day, eliminating any risk to Buzz Bingo’s
customers and staff.
 Communicated regular updates with Buzz
Bingo’s Project Team.
 Completed all works to time and specification.
 Offered flexibility and adapted easily to change
to variations in the scope of work.
 And, ensured that all clubs were handed over to
Buzz Bingo snag free.

From the outset the remit was absolutely clear,
that whilst delivering the rebranding programme,
the wellbeing of the Buzz Bingo customers was
paramount. Bagnalls therefore arranged their
safe systems of work to eliminate any impact
the redecoration works would have on the daily
influx of customers. Of particular importance was
maintaining a quiet working environment at all
times, even though works were undertaken whilst
the club remained open to the public. To meet this
requirement, the local site teams avoided painting
in the bingo halls during peak playing times.
Furthermore, Bagnalls had to plan its
programme of works alongside signage and screen
contractors, so the timeliness of the painting
resulted in the efficient delivery of sequenced
works by other contractors.
Also, key to the success of the project, was the

 www.bagnalls.co.uk

support provided by the paint manufacturer, PPG
Architectural coatings, who provided a Johnstones
Trade paint specification to meet the needs of Buzz
Bingo. Special batch mixes of the accent red used to
match the Buzz Bingo branding were manufactured
at their site in Birstall, to ensure the colour and
sheen of the new branding.
The final feedback from the Head of Projects at
Buzz Bingo, said it all “We did it!! THANKYOU…. I
am really proud that we have delivered as a team
our part of relaunching the business, we could NOT
have done it without the passion, commitment, and
drive that you have shown throughout this project.
Pass on my thanks to your teams, they deserve a
huge well done for this project. Thanks again.”

 (01274) 714800
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HIT THE CEILING WHEN OPENING UP
DESIGN POTENTIAL

COULD YOU SUPPORT EASTWOOD PARK’S
MECHANICAL LIFT TRAINING?

An innovative package is enabling
architects, designers and specifiers to
reach new heights in commercial interior
design, whilst ensuring the space below
is a comfortable working environment.
Through the package, Gilberts
Blackpool can not only provide the
ventilation but can, through its internal
resources, test and computer model the
design to validate performance. Gilberts
can, if required, offer design advice, accessorise the diffusers, or adjust their
performance to ensure a functional strategy.
“The trend towards open ceilings has thrown into sharp relief the impact
of building services design on the comfort levels within the occupied space,”
observes Gilberts Sales Director Ian Rogers.
“It isn’t a matter of just removing the ceiling and assuming the ventilation will
perform the same. Without a ceiling, and without proper consideration and
specification of the ventilation solution, you end up with ‘dumping’ of cool air
onto occupants below, heat dissipating upwards, draughts, hot spots and cold
spots.”
Gilberts produces a range of ceiling diffusers that deliver appropriate airflow
for the space. Its latest swirls feature a copyrighted pattern of vanes to optimise
omni-directional discharge.
The company has also developed a range of coanda plates to help
ensure correct tracking of the incoming air without ‘dumping’, but which
simultaneously compliment, or enhance, the overall interior design.

Do you have the
experience and
knowledge to become
a technical trainer
in specialist areas
across engineering
and estates & facilities
management?
Eastwood Park
Training is searching
for individuals to
support the delivery
of its training, in
particular, its lift
mechanical courses.
You do not
necessarily need to be an experienced trainer, however, we are looking for
outstanding experts working within their own field of expertise. Appropriate
development would be available.
Eastwood Park offers a range of engineering and estates & facilities courses
for healthcare, public sector and commercial organisations at its specialist
training facilities in Gloucestershire, as well as at clients’ sites around the UK, and
internationally.
If you or someone you know might be interested in this opportunity, please
contact Lyndsay Corbett (Training Corbett) at lyndsay.corbett@eastwoodpark.
co.uk for details.

 www.gilbertsblackpool.com

 lyndsay.corbett@eastwoodpark.co.uk

 01253 766911

 info@gilbertsblackpool.com

SMALL BUT MIGHTY
The Duplex 280 floor cleaner is
perfect for the smaller facility which
has less floor area to maintain but
still demands powerful cleaning
results.
This twin contra-rotating brush
floor cleaning machine is suitable
for all flooring surfaces including
carpets, tiles, wood, marble, vinyl,
resin floors, non-slip floors and
many more.
With a cleaning width of 280 mm
(11″) the Duplex 280 floor cleaning
machine cleans, scrubs and picks
up dirty water and grime. Its’
compact size makes it the perfect
choice for shops, restaurants,
salons, take-aways-in fact any
commercial premises with smaller
floor areas where larger models
would struggle to gain access.
Due to its neat and handy
size and light weight (13kg) the
Duplex 280 Floor Cleaning Machine is highly portable for speedy transportation
between locations. If trailing cables are a problem its’ also available in a battery
version.
So, for powerful results for your floor cleaning needs in a compact design,
choose the Duplex 280.
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL GALWAY SELECTS FORMICA
LAMINATE IN €18 MILLION DEVELOPMENT
As part of a newly completed 75-bed
ward block, Formica laminate has
been selected for the interior door
facings, fitted furniture and integrated
panel systems (IPS) of University
Hospital Galway.
Moloney O'Beirne Architects
were commissioned to work on the
hospital’s €18 million development
and specified Formica laminate due to its performance credentials. The impact
resistant qualities of the surfacing material, its ease of maintenance and
availability in a wide range of decors being primary factors.
Laminate is often favoured for high traffic areas such as hospitals due to
its hygienic qualities. Since Formica laminate is inert and does not support
microbial growth, it is ideal for applications where cleanliness and hygiene are of
paramount importance.
In the instance of University
Hospital Galway, Formica laminate
in the colours of Seed, Thistle and
Sandstone have been applied to fitted
furniture and to over 400 door facings.
Delivering seamless design integration
to the IPS panels is Formica laminate in
the grey tone of Folkstone. The colours
chosen for the project were selected
for their soothing attributes in order to help calm patients and reduce stress.

 www.duplex-cleaning.com

 www.formica.com

 01227 771276

 samples.uk@formica.com
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WHY GO OUT WHEN YOU CAN EAT IN?
We are Fooditude, the UK’s most positive, people
focussed workplace caterer. Previously known
as Just Hospitality, we have been shaking up
traditional contract catering norms since 2005.
Our vision is to make people happy, no matter
what the work day brings and we do it by
bringing company culture to life with our brand
of freshly prepared food and inspiring services.
Over the years we’ve worked with some of
the best FMs in London, providing them a viable
alternative to the traditional contract catering
model. Fooditude’s delivered-in approach saves
FMs the hassle and cost of building on site
kitchens – along with all the labour that’s involved
in maintaining that type of operation. Fooditude
produces everything in a central production kitchen
and then delivers both hot and cold food to clients.
We have our own staff on site to take care of service
and health and safety and all our sites have 5 star
health and safety ratings. Whether it is catering
for daily breakfast, lunch and dinner or providing
occasional office treats like happy hours, barbecues
or even a posh afternoon tea, we answer the
catering question for FMs.
But don’t just take it from us. We’re proud to
count some of the world’s leading tech and media
firms like Twitter, Dropbox and Verizon Media as
clients. Here's what one of them has to say:
“Fooditude consistently surprise us with their

creativity and the quality of cooking they can
achieve in a contract setting. The food is restaurant
standard and the team a pleasure to work with –
one of the best supplier relationships we’ve had.”
– Dan Barnby, Facilities Manager, CBRE @ Verizon
Media

Cooking healthy food for over 1000 people
every day isn’t all fun and games. A lot of thought
goes into planning these menus at that scale and
ensuring they are well-balanced, nutritious and
sustainably sourced – while also being a joy to
eat. Dean Kennett, our Managing Director, says:
“As contract caterers we’re feeding our clients the
majority of their food for the day so we feel the
onus is on us to keep it healthy. But, it’s not just
about how healthy our food is, or how balanced in
calories, it’s also about how it makes you feel, and
how we, as your caterers, can contribute to your
overall well-being.”
It’s this close connection with our clients and

 www.fooditude.co.uk

our commitment to working in partnership with
them to reach their goals for a healthy workplace
that sets our service apart from the high street food
offer. Companies are becoming increasingly aware
of the benefit of workplace food for supporting
company culture. Almost all of our clients offer
lunch to their employees as a perk. To be a perk
our offer needs to meet or exceed the high street
in diversity of choice, quality, even aesthetics.
In addition to our daily food offer, we also host
pop-ups, wellness talks, artisan food tastings, and
farmers markets – just to name a few. All this serves
to delight our diners and keep our offer fresh. We
think the high street is great for lunches, but it’s no
competition for having a creative catering partner
to keep teams engaged with their workplace and
motivated to do their best work.
2019 is an exciting year for us. We have just
launched our rebrand and are poised to move into

our new 20,000 sq’ central production kitchen.
If you’d like to meet a food partner who will help
make your staff eat happy, come along to one of
our open days in March. Or, invite us to pop by for
a visit and we can give you a few pointers on how
to bring your food programme to life. Email hello@
fooditude.co.uk

 hello@fooditude.co.uk
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ENHANCE YOUR OPERATIONS IN
2019 WITH LEAN MANAGEMENT
As businesses we are always striving to make
improvements where we can, whether it be to
increase customer satisfaction, boost profits or
even to improve staff efficiency. Implementing
‘Lean Management’ into your working
environment can help you do just that.
But what is ‘Lean Management’?
In short, the foundation of lean management
is finding and eliminating waste without
compromising on productivity. ‘Waste’ refers to
anything that is not adding value to the product
or the service that you are providing. A simple
way to remember the various types of waste is the
acronym DOWNTIME, which stands for:
Defects - Overproduction - Waiting Not utilising skills - Transportation- Inventory
excess - Motion waste - Excess processing
Which methods can help increase efficiency?
Of the 20+ methods used to improve efficiency, two
of the most common are 5S and Kaizen.

5S is a five-stage approach to ensuring a clean and
organised workplace. This helps keep machinery in
working order and can also help to make your staff
work to their full potential.
It works closely with the Kaizen method which
is a system that uses feedback, often from staff, to
help identify areas of improvement. Giving your
staff a chance to speak can help boost morale and
motivate the workforce.
Three simple ways you can start implementing
‘Lean Management’:
1) Using floor marking tape and shapes in a busy
warehouse environment can help boost efficiency
and staff safety. Simply marking out areas such as
loading and parking bays with DURABLE’s anti-slip
floor marking solutions is a great long term solution
with no installation costs involved.
2) Optimise your racking labelling system with
DURABLE logistic pockets. The scan-proof pockets,
which are also tear-resistant are a great way to
protect your labels, increase efficiency and avoid

 www.durable-uk.com

 hello@durable-uk.com

mistakes when orders are being picked and packed.
3) Employee safety is always a high priority and
it’s important that this is not forgotten when
implementing ‘lean’ practices. Using floor marking
signs is a great way to help staff quickly identify
hazards, processes and safety information.
Key takeaways:
 Lean Management doesn’t have to be difficult
 DURABLE floor tapes are anti-slip and hardwearing
 No need for installation fee’s
 Logistic pockets can help improve efficiency
 Floor markings can help prioritise staff safety
 Cost-effective long-term solution

 01202 893 799

AJ PRODUCTS LAUNCHES A NEW
STUDY INTO WORKPLACE HEALTH
A 2018 report from the World Health Organisation
suggested that just over a quarter of adults
worldwide do not do enough physical activity.
The comprehensive study, which surveyed 1.9
million people across 168 countries, showed that
27.5% of adults worldwide were insufficiently
physically active. In high-income Western countries,
including the UK and USA, this figure rose to
37%. One of the reasons given for the high levels
of inactivity in wealthier nations was the higher
proportion of people with sedentary jobs and the
use of motor transport. This sedentary lifestyle
can lead to numerous health issues including
obesity, type 2 diabetes, cancer, heart disease and
musculoskeletal problems.
Given the long hours spent by many adults sitting
down while at work, it is essential to combat this
issue in the workplace in order to create a healthy
work environment that encourages a more active
lifestyle among employees.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock recently put the

onus on UK businesses to make their workplaces
healthier and encourage staff to incorporate more
physical activity into their daily routine. Speaking
at the International Society for Physical Activity and
Health Congress in October 2018, Mr Hancock said:
“Workplaces can make a difference: encouraging
breaks, offering standing desks, having standing
meetings - which in my experience tend to finish
quicker too.” He went on to add that “I know from
personal experience that having a standing desk

 www.ajproducts.co.uk
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can help you get some exercise and improve your
productivity at work.”
AJ Products have launched a new survey on
workplace wellbeing to discover whether UK
workplaces are optimised to encourage physical
activity among employees. The survey will examine
the impact of the work environment on employee
health and wellbeing as well as the health initiatives
that workers would most like to see implemented.
AJ Products focuses on ways to solve the problem
of a sedentary workday. As a member of ukactive, an
independent not-for-profit organisation that aims to
promote active lifestyles, AJ Products is committed
to making workplaces healthier and more active
through an innovative and ever-growing range of
sit-stand furniture and by raising public awareness
of the health risks of prolonged sitting.
For idea’s on a healthier workplace, benefitting
both you and your employer, take five minutes to
watch this short film https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
business/great-british-business/aj-products-uk/

 01252 359760
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UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES LTD

ANNOUNCES COMPANY NAME CHANGE
TO KOHLER UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
Uninterruptible Power Supplies Limited
(UPSL), a subsidiary of Kohler Co., and
the exclusive supplier of PowerWAVE
UPS, generator and emergency lighting
products, is changing its name to Kohler
Uninterruptible Power (KUP), effective
March 4th, 2019. Amongst the changes
will be updates to its legal name, logo and
website URL, which will change to www.
kohler-ups.co.uk.
UPSL’s name change is designed to ensure
the company’s name reflects the true breadth of
the business’ current offer, which now extends
to UPS systems, generators, emergency lighting
inverters, and class-leading 24/7 service, as

well as highlighting its membership of Kohler Co.
This is especially timely as next year Kohler will
celebrate 100 years of supplying products for power
generation and protection.
The UPSL name was first adopted more than
two decades ago and has achieved recognition
across the United Kingdom for innovative products
and service excellence. As a result of the rebrand,
customers and partners will continue to benefit
from best-in-class power protection solutions
and customer satisfaction levels, as well as the
advantages of KUP’s closer integration into the
Kohler Co.
David Renton, Managing Director for UPSL/
KUP commented: “It is 10 years since we became
a part of Kohler Co., and in that period, we have
seen the UPS market and our business develop
significantly, both in the UK and overseas. Our
membership of the Kohler Co. organisation, one of
the largest privately-held US companies, gives us
significant benefits in terms of financial stability,
infrastructure and world class management and
employee development processes. So as Kohler
Co. approaches its 100th anniversary in power
products and as we now supply much more than
uninterruptible power supplies, the name change
feels absolutely right.
“The rise of digitalisation and the rapid
adoption of several new technologies, such as
Edge and the Internet of Things (IoT), creates
countless opportunities for us as a business. With
the commitment of our incredible team and the
support of our parent company, we see major
opportunities to broaden our portfolio further and
take a leading position at the forefront of these
exciting developments in the coming years.”
About Kohler Uninterruptible Power (KUP)
Based in Hampshire, UK, KUP provides its
customers with a wide array of power protection
services, including full pre-sale, installation and
commissioning services, flexible maintenance
contracts, remote monitoring, and battery care and
replacement.

The full power protection product portfolio
includes:
 • Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS)
 • Standby diesel generators
 • Battery banks
 • Emergency lighting static inverters
 • Switchgear
 • Power conditioning equipment
 • Software and ancillaries
KUP’s customer base spans a multitude of sectors
including financial services, telecommunications,
IT, retail, transport, government, power, oil,
gas, water, education, medical, leisure and
manufacturing industries.
Visit www.kohler-ups.co.uk for more information.
About Kohler Power
A global force in power solutions since 1920,
Kohler manufactures complete power systems,
including generators (portable, marine, residential,
commercial and industrial), automatic transfer
switches, switchgear, monitoring controls and
accessories for emergency, prime power and
energy-management applications all around the
world. The company is committed to reliable,
leading edge power-generation products as well as
comprehensive after-sale support. For additional
details, please visit www.kohlerpower.com.
About Kohler Co.
Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler,
Wisconsin., Kohler Co. is one of America’s oldest
and largest privately held companies. With more
than 55 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler
is a global leader in the manufacture of engines and
power systems; kitchen and bath products; and
owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star
hospitality and golf resort destinations in Kohler
and St Andrews, Scotland. For more details, please
visit www.kohlercompany.com.

 www.kohlerpower.com
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NEW APAC MD AT MACE MACRO
Global consultancy and construction firm, Mace, has
appointed Megan Webb to lead its facilities management
practice across the Asia Pacific region.
Working from Mace’s recently opened new regional office
in Singapore, Webb will work with Nick Brand, Mace’s
new Regional Director for Asia Pacific, to strengthen the
company’s FM practice in the region.
Webb joins Mace from ISS China, where she worked as
Director of its Corporate Accounts Division and Global
Account Director, with responsibility for more than 2,000
staff in the country. She held previous roles with ISS in Australia and New Zealand.
Webb will be employed by Mace Macro, Mace’s FM business, and her remit will be the
expansion of Mace’s existing FM contracts in the region and securing opportunities with
new clients.

PHS APPOINTS NEW HEAD OF FM AND PROPERTY
Hygiene services company, phs Group, has appointed Darren Hawkins to the
role of Head of Facilities Management and Property.
Hawkins has more than three decades’ experience in the services industry
working in both operations and sales for some of the leading FM market
service providers. Having worked with phs for more than 25 years, Hawkins
has now moved across to serve his former industry.
As Head of FM and Property, Hawkins will be responsible for leading the
strategic direction of the sector and growing client relationships.

PUBLIC SECTOR
RECRUITMENT
Build Recruitment has been named as a
supplier on the Crown Commercial Service
(CCS) permanent recruitment framework.
The framework agreement between CCS and Build covers
the nationwide supply of permanent recruitment services
providing access to permanent, fixed-term and inward
secondment candidates, both for individual requirements
and volume campaigns.
Build Recruitment operate in Facilities Management, Social
Housing and Property & Surveying. We are dedicated to
building long lasting and trusted relationships with our
clients and candidates, allowing us to become a genuine
recruitment partner.
For all your recruitment needs, in or outside of Public Sector,
please contact us on 020 3176 4790.
www.buildrec.com
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DIAMOND FACILITIES SUPPORT GROUP
ANNOUNCES SENIOR APPOINTMENT
Greg Beech, the founder of two drainage businesses
with multi-million pound turnovers has joined
drainage and cleaning firm, Jet Through, which is part
of the Diamond
Facilities
Support Group of
companies.
Beech, who
founded and
grew UKDN
Waterflow into a business achieving £50 million
of annual sales before departing in 2014, joins Jet
Through as a Corporate Development Advisor to drive
forward the company’s ambitious growth plans.
This includes taking the firm’s existing £1 million
turnover to around £3 million in the next 18 months
with a workforce of 10 specialist drainage engineers
working across sectors such as retail, care, hotel and
leisure, education and commercial property.
Jet Through was launched by Adam Atkins and Helen
Cooper, the Co-Managing Directors of the Diamond
Facilities Support Group of companies, in spring 2018
as part of their vision to have more than 90 per cent
of all of the Group’s services delivered by an in-house
workforce.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Almost half of candidates have said that the room where they were interviewed for a job would
inﬂuence their opinion of whether or not to work there. This conﬁrms, says Mark Phillips, MD,
K2 Space, why the workplace should not be viewed as an inﬂexible cost centre but rather a
space that can have a huge impact on productivity, staﬀ retention and talent attraction

O

ffice design has evolved at a
rapid rate over the past decade,
moving from a traditional focus
on functionality and maximising
headcounts to becoming an
increasingly staff-centric exercise.
Today, companies endeavour to
create work environments that cater
to the needs of all staff, be they
functional, personal or even emotive.
This concept has gained such traction
that a recent study by Deloitte
(Global Human Capital Trends)
revealed 79 per cent of executives
rated workplace experience as a
critical issue to improve productivity
and enable growth.
Furthermore, research of 150,000
employees worldwide by Leesman regarded as the world’s largest measure
of workplace effectiveness - found that
only 55 per cent of respondents feel that
the design of their workplace enables
them to work productively.
This tallies with new research from
London office design company, K2
Space, who worked with YouGov to
survey 1,000 UK office based workers
and found that over 30 per cent of
respondents felt that their current office
was dated, uninspiring and in need of
a complete refurbishment. This survey
also found that one in five respondents
felt that they would be more productive
in a better-designed workplace.
Increasingly, companies strive to
make a statement through creating an
impressive workplace which reflects
who they are and what they do, and that
critically leave a positive impression not
just on clients but also prospective and
current staff. There is now a prevailing

sense that office design really does say
a lot about an organisation and that it is
something which will continue to rise in
importance on the corporate agenda.
It is fair to say that nobody wants to
work in a drab, cluttered environment
where they don’t feel productive. This
is where office design can play a greater
role through creating an environment
which can create the right first
impression and also help to attract (and
retain) the very best staff.
Interestingly, the K2 Space survey
found that almost half (48 per cent) of
respondents agree that the room where
they were interviewed for a job would
influence their opinion of whether or
not to work for an organisation. For
employers, this serves a stark reminder
that first impressions really do count and
that they need to think carefully about
the visitor experience when designing
their workplace. This was particularly
high within Medical & Health services at
69 per cent, Sales & Marketing at 57 per
cent, and Finance & Accounting at 53
per cent.
Millennials are more likely to be
influenced by the setting of an interview
than any other generation at 54 per
cent, however, numbers were also high
amongst Boomers and Generation X at
45 per cent and 43 per cent respectively.
Fifty per cent of employees working in
large organisations are more likely to be
swayed by where they’re interviewed,
but only slightly more so than those
working in small and medium-sized
businesses.
When designing any workplace, one
of the first questions should revolve
around what you want your new office
to say about your business and what
impression you want your new office
to make on clients and staff alike. The
answers to these questions create the
basis of the brief which office designers
will use to create any new workplace and
as such require careful consideration and
discussion. Companies and people work
and collaborate in different ways and the
goal for office designers is to establish

what would work best for the company
in question before starting to design.
It may be tempting to follow trends
and current fads and think that by
adding a table tennis table or dartboard,
you’ve improved the workplace and
that’s job done - but in order to create a
happy workforce you need to understand
your people, understand how they work
and then build the workplace around
their specific needs. Workplaces are
essentially all about the people in them
and, as such, must be built around the
people doing the work, rather than
based on perceived notions of what an
office should or shouldn’t look like.
The survey also asked respondents
what could be done to improve
their office space with the following
responses:
 Increase the amount of natural light
in the workplace (32 per cent)
 Introduce more colour, artwork &
graphics (31 per cent)
 Introduce private spaces for taking
calls & for concentration (30 per cent)
 Inclusion of more informal breakout
spaces (29 per cent)
 Better quality tea, coffee & snacks
(28 per cent)
 Inclusion of sit-stand desking (20
per cent)
 Better showering/wash facilities (20
per cent)
What this highlights is the importance
of maximising natural light and providing
staff with a variety of spaces where they
can work comfortably depending on
the task at hand and whether it requires
collaboration or concentration.
All of the above factors have become
the expectation in modern workplaces
and if your organisation is intent on
attracting (and retaining) the very
best talent in what is a challenging
marketplace, investing in creating a
workplace that not only meets but
exceeds their expectations should be
a priority - great staff deserve a great
workplace - and great workplaces attract
the best staff.

More than a third of workers
are dissatisfied in their current
jobs, citing poor relationships
with their managers and a lack
of development opportunities
as the reasons they’re planning
to seek new jobs, according to
The Institute of Leadership &
Management’s latest survey. The
Institute has some advice for those
workers who feel dissatisfied at
work, and are considering looking
for a new role:
 Let your manager know you
want to be challenged. If you feel
you’re underappreciated by your
manager, talk to them to find out
what they value and where they
think you can improve. Let them
know how you feel and what else
you can give the business.
 Seek opportunities and
volunteer. If you feel like you’re
not making any progress, ask to
take on more responsibility or try
to find new opportunities that
will help to address this issue.
 Set a timescale to achieve the
improvements you want. Doing
this will help both you and your
manager to understand how you
want your career to develop, how
you’re going to go about it and
create a benchmark for success.
www.institutelm.com
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Salary: £37,378k +
Location: London
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Salary: £40k - 45k per year
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PROFESSIONALISING FM

There are a series of clear career pathways to professional development in facilities management
available from RICS/IFMA, explains Paul Bagust, Global Property Standards Director, RICS

T

he IFMA-RICS collaboration was established
in 2016 to advance standards and
professionalism in FM worldwide. A core
aim is to foster a more inclusive knowledge sharing
community and create a clearer career path in
facilities management to attract new entrants into
the profession and encourage advancement and
professional development within the discipline.
An increasingly professionalised sector offers
greater value for occupiers and clients. This is
because contracts can be managed more effectively,
which adds value; and greater professionalism from
facilities managers offers a huge number of benefits
to service providers; including business development
opportunities, the mitigation of risk to contracts as
well as in optimising talent retention.
RICS as the standard setter for the built environment
together with IFMA offers end-to-end professional
development for professionals working in the
FM sector and in wider built environment roles.
Additionally, there’s a programme of support for
organisations through an FM Talent Management
Programme. This enables companies to evaluate the
skills and experience of their team and put together
Defining
FM
excellence
a programme
of learning
and development leading
to the achievement of credentials and qualifications.
It also enables organisations to upskill individuals to
enable them to move up the career ladder as well as
offering clients a greater level of service and expertise.
The IFMA-RICS suite of credentials and training
has courses and credentials for all levels of FM
professional; new entrants, those moving into FM

from other roles and for intermediate and advanced
learners seeking new skills or recognition to prove
their level of expertise.
Essentials of FM can be undertaken as a programme
of 10 modules or individual modules may be selected.
This programme is ideal for new entrants or those
in roles related to FM who need to understand the
fundamentals.
There are a further three core online e-learning
courses offering an introductory grounding in FM:
 Facility Management – a practical introduction,
 Fundamentals of Corporate Real Estate and;
 Performance Management in Facilities: Measuring
What’s Most Important
All these courses aim to increase FM and built
environment knowledge and understanding and are
available on the RICS FM online academy at www.
fm.training. This site also hosts over 60 short video
courses, ideal for upskilling and the attainment of
CPD hours. A RICS distance learning certificate in CRE
and FM provides over 200 hours of CPD and offers
the definitive development programme for more
advanced professionals looking to stand out and take
the next career step into a leadership role.
If it’s credentials and qualifications you are
interested in achieving to prove expertise or to invest
in for your people there’s a range on offer from IFMARICS.
The suite of qualifications from IFMA-RICS provides
a range of options for individuals at different stages
of their career. The Facility Management Professional

Training and professional development

A one stop shop of all IFMA and RICS FM training is available to all professionals globally.

For new entrants to facilities management the following online programmes are available:
Essentials of Facility Management
The Essentials of Facility Management is a series of training modules covering the
basics of FM and its value to an organization. The modules cover tactical planning and FM
delivery and application of tools and technology, contracts and customer relations. This
program is ideal for new entrants to FM. Successful completion of all modules will grant an
electronic certificate on completion.

60

Module 1 – Introduction to
Facility Management

Module 6 – Supervisory Roles in Facility
Work Management

Module 2 – Introduction to Operations
and Maintenance

Module 7 – Applying Work Management to
Building Systems

Module 3 – The Basics of Building Systems

Module 8 – Work Management Tools in
Facility Management

Module 4 – The Application of Technology

Module 9 – Managing Contractors in
Facility Management

Module 5 – The Implications of Health and
Safety in Managing Buildings

Module 10 – Managing and Tracking
Customer Relations in Facility Management

FEBRUARY 2019

(FMP) and Sustainability Facility Professional (SFP)
can be achieved through assessment modules online
with options for online or classroom based training to
support the attainment of these credentials.
The Certified Facility Manager credential has online
or classroom training available to support candidates
with assessment undertaken at an assessment centre.
It’s an ideal assessment for those most comfortable
with attaining a credential that tests their knowledge.
As CFM is a certification it requires candidates to
recertify every three years through the submission of
CPD online.
The CFM allows direct entry into RICS through the
Associate grade (AssocRICS) upon completion of
the RICS ethics module. This enables candidates to
achieve a RICS qualification through an alternative
route to the Associate Assessment – this tests the
proficiency and competency of individuals through a
written submission of their work experience detailing
how RICS competency requirements have been
demonstrated through their live experience in an FM
role.
As well as IFMA’s CFM credential allowing direct
entry to the RICS Associate grade, there are a number
of other qualifications recognised by RICS for entry to
the Associate grade as an alternative to completing
the Associate Assessment - the most commonly held
is BIFM Level 4.
Chartered status is open to individuals who
hold a degree qualification or an RICS recognised
professional qualification and to senior professionals
with exceptional career achievements. To become
chartered, candidates are required to provide a written
The FM Talent
management
submission and attend a professional
interview
as part program is
developing their FM team.
of the RICS Assessment ofprofessionally
Professional Competence
(APC). RICS has APC pathways for those who can
offers
demonstrate competencyThe
in FMprogram
or corporate
realthe opportunity for in
of
a
suite
of
IFMA-RICS
credentials to de
estate and for related disciplines such as building
to futureproof the highest standard of pe
surveying, project management, quantity surveying,
commercial property and management consultancy.
Thisthe
investment
from an organization off
Widely recognised globally
ultimate professional
status in the built environment, the Chartered
Benefits
qualification demonstrates professional ethics and
confidence in their profes
strategic advisory capabilityGives
as wellpeople
as technical
expertise achieved in a specific
discipline
within
thebusiness performa
Optimizes team and
built environment.
Mitigates risk to project and contract d
It benefits the individual giving them confidence,
Differentiates
to clients
differentiation and professional
status andservice
investment
in chartered professionals off
er organisations
a engagement and r
Increases
employee
competitive edge and the many long-term benefits
associated with client and talent retention.
Our program offers a bespoke solution f
For more information visit www.fm.training
of individuals to achieve their qualificatio
or call 02475 095337

FM Talent m

Step 1 – People audit

Your company provides information
plus the breakdown of their educatio

With an enviable blue chip client base and a
substantial database of relevant candidates,
it's no wonder we're a market leader
20 Years of FM Recruitment Experience
21 Expertly Trained FM Recruiters
PSL to the Top 5 FM Businesses in the UK
6 Dedicated Account Managers
1 Unmatched Rebate Scheme

01745 77 22 18
(full UK coverage)

hvacrecruitment.com
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Name: Fiona Stewart
Current role:

Managing Director,
RFM Group
Lives: West Yorkshire

? How did you progress through the
profession to your current role?
At the age of 26 I was lured into the
profession to suit my child care needs. I
started life as an area supervisor and worked
my way up the ladder achieving frequent
promotions. Over the years I have worked
across a variety of sectors and with many
people who have helped me to secure the
role I undertake today.
? What made you choose FM as a
career?
Honestly, it was the flexibility & working
conditions of area supervision. Because this
was often working anti-social hours – i.e.
early mornings or late evenings, I was able to
juggle this alongside motherhood. It was one
of the best decisions I ever made!
? How did you progress through the
profession to your current role?
With lots of hard work and dedication! I
would also attribute it in part to being in the
right place at the right time, making a good
impression and being noticed. I have also
taken a fair few calculated risks over the
years.

this information in real time is what most
people thought were pipe dreams years ago
– now it is standard practice.
? What personal qualities do you think
are needed for a successful career in FM?
It depends on the position and the individual
but my advice to anyone going into any
employment and not just FM would be: Think
smart, work hard and make sure you make
a difference [even if that difference is only to
yourself].
? What would make the biggest
difference to the FM sector? And how
could that be achieved?
Equilibrium across the board as the industry
is still very male dominated.
? Are you a member of any FM
association or body and if so what
benefits do you think they provide?
No – I’m not a networker and what spare
time I do have I like to dedicate to my family
as work consumes my life and has for 20
years.
? What advice would you give to young
people coming into the profession now?

? Do you have any qualifications or
training in FM and related areas such as
health and safety? And how have you
benefited from them?

Listen to the advice you are given, follow your
instincts and work smart as well as hard.

I have 25 years’ experience in the industry
and have undertaken lots of training and
development along the way. I’m also a huge
advocate of out of hours ‘self education’. So
many skills in life are transferrable and so it’s
vital to never stop learning.

To retire from RFM Group, passing over a
good steady ship to a new captain who I’m
confident can take over my position.

? What is your greatest contribution to
the FM sector, or your current role?
Becoming part of a Group business that
began with just two employees and no
clients 16 years ago that now employs
hundreds of staff. We pride ourselves on
providing our employee’s the opportunity to
reach their full potential. We have a strong
culture of Accomodating People which
applies to all of our staff and our clients too.
? What’s changed most since you
started in FM?
IT and Communication by far… A building is
still a building but the difference nowadays is
how you gather the necessary “Big Data” and
then report on it. Being able to communicate
62

FMJ chats to a facilities
professional about how
they got into the sector and
takes a look at their career
path. This month we talk to
Fiona Stewart, Managing
Director, RFM Group
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? What are your long-term goals for the
next seven to ten years?

? What do you predict could be the
main changes to the FM sector over the
next few years?
The use of technology and the intelligent
use of smart data which we are already
witnessing. Also a move from big is beautiful
to more SME procurement. And finally, a
skills and labour shortage after Brexit if we
don’t watch out.
? What are the greatest challenges of
working in FM?
Client loyalty and helping clients to
understand cost vs quality.
? What do you enjoy most about
working in FM?
The varied challenges the industry brings
and the vast array of differing people and
personalities.

COMPLIANCE
HEALTH & SAFETY

Gary Duce, MD of Reset looks at the duties of FMs to
control, manage and monitor contractors working on
their premises and sites to ensure compliance with legal
and health and safety obligations.
Most organisations have policies in place concerning the
health and safety of their own staff to ensure they are fully
competent and trained to carry out the required activities.
However, when it comes to contractors, company and
individual competence is not always verified as it should be,
despite the fact that there are legal requirements to do so
- and this often exposes an organisation to increased risks.
When that organisation is an FM provider that runs contracts
across numerous sites, utilising the services of many external
contractors, many who visit the premises daily, then there
is a genuine need and a security requirement to ensure that
workers are sufficiently competent and have authority to be
on site.
The Sentencing Guidelines introduced in 2016 have
reinforced that organisations must be held accountable
for their health and safety responsibilities and if they do
not, there could be severe consequences. The Courts are
now issuing larger fines than ever before where workers or
contractors are exposed to potential health and safety risks,
even where an accident or injury has not occurred. In some
cases, incidents captured on smartphone cameras have
provided enough evidence to lead to a prosecution.
Every organisation has a duty to protect its appointed
contractors and sub-contractors from harm caused by
their activities. Where adequate checks are not carried out
and an incident or accident occurs involving a contractor,
the organisation could face considerable financial (as well
as reputational) exposure. Annual statistics from the HSE
show total penalties have almost doubled since updates to
sentencing guidelines were introduced almost three years
ago. The £72.6m granted in fines during 2017/18, followed
493 successful prosecutions across all industries – with fines
in the millions for larger turnover organisations.
Services provided by external contractors can include
anything from ‘hard FM’ work, such as the repair, upkeep
and maintenance of all buildings and services (all falling
under CDM legislation), as well as external areas, grounds
and premises, through to ‘soft FM’ activities, such as pest
control, hygiene services, and maintenance services.
Both the client and the contracting company have joint
responsibilities under health and safety law to ensure that
individuals are competent to carry out the work that they
have been appointed to do. Organisations need to fulfil their
requirements to comply with the Management of Health
and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 for the control of
contractors and the Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations 2015 and additionally, in the NHS, the Premises
Assurance Model. They should also be able to provide
demonstrable evidence, through an audit trail, to
defend against any potential claims.
www.rcscard.co.uk
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